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This thesis examines the tomb of Huy, the viceroy of Nubia under the reign of the 
18th Dynasty king, Tutankhamen (ca. 1333-1323 BCE).  An analysis of the tomb 
narrative in the tomb of Huy at Thebes reveals, and highlights, how the Viceroy Huy 
perceived the world as an elite Egyptian.  Two scenes in particular are analyzed with 
scrutiny: the Nubian tribute scene on the west wall and the viceregal state vessel scene on 
the east wall.  A comparison of the iconographic significance of these two scenes with the 
archaeological evidence from the Egyptian Nubian frontier area reveals how his tomb 
narrative contradicts the social reality of the Egyptian attitude towards foreigners during 
the 18th Dynasty.  This work then postulates an interpretation of Huy’s motives in using 
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Ancient Egyptian tombs are known for their exquisitely detailed relief and 
painting, ornate burial goods, and rich decoration.  Ideally, tombs were constructed 
during the deceased’s lifetime and were, therefore, very much a part of life, the public 
sphere, and the community.  The tomb’s inner burial chambers were never meant to be 
seen by anyone other than the spirits of their ancient owners.  However, the tomb 
decorations of the outer chamber were intended to be publicly viewed by family and 
friends when they came to place offerings for the deceased.  The decorative programs of 
these chambers have contributed to Egyptian religious studies by increasing our 
knowledge of their belief system and the aesthetic culture of ancient Egypt, while also 
recounting the deceased’s self identification and self presentation.  In addition, the 
decorative programs can be analyzed to illuminate our understanding of the social and 
ethnic identity of the ancient Egyptians, the foreigners that lived among them, and the 
political ideologies perpetuated by the state at the time of their construction. 
In order to investigate these specific topics with concision and thoroughness, this 
thesis will look exclusively at the Tomb of Huy, the viceroy of Kush—an office  to 
oversee the administration in Egypt’s southern territory, Nubia1—under the reign of the 
18th Dynasty king, Tutankhamen (ca. 1333-1323 BCE).2  The tomb of Amenhotep, 
known as Huy,3 is located on the east face of a small hill called Qurnet Murai (25 44’ N, 
                                                
1 The title “viceroy of Kush” encompassed the entirety of Egypt’s southern territory of Nubia 
(modern day Sudan).  The territory was separated into two districts, Lower Nubia in the north (termed 
Wawat) and Upper Nubia in the south (termed Kush).  A description of the function and duties of the office 
will be discussed further in chapter 2.  A description of the office of the viceroy is detailed in George A. 







32 36’ E), directly behind the funerary temple of Amenhotep III, on the southernmost 
part of the private necropolis at Thebes.4  The use of this site as a necropolis began during 
the second half of the 11th Dynasty.5  However, due to its proximity to Amenhotep III’s 
city, Malkata, and its vicinity to the royal funerary temples of Amenhotep III (ca 1391-
1353 BCE), Tutankhamen (ca 1333-1323 BCE), and Ay (ca 1323-1319), the majority of 
the tombs belong to high-ranking officials of the 18th Dynasty.6 
The Tomb of Huy is an excellent source for analysis because it contains 
enlightening tomb relief decoration indicative of its period, is richly decorated, and its 
paintings remain relatively well preserved.  One genre of scene in particular, the “tribute 
scene,” examples of which occur on the southern and northern part of the west wall of the 
outer chamber, have received special attention from scholars especially due to the 
outstanding condition of these reliefs in the tomb of Huy and, more significantly, the 
unusual representation in these scenes of an envoy from Wawat (Lower Nubia). 
The most comprehensive publication of the Tomb of Huy is that of Nina Davies 
and Alan H. Gardiner.7  The tomb was officially recorded by Nina Davies and Alan 
                                                                                                                                            
2 For the location and description of the tomb, and its finds, see Bertha Porter and Rosalind L. B. 
Moss, Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs, and Paintings, Vol. I. 
The Theban Necropolis Part I. Private Tombs, second edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1960), 75-78.   
 
3 Ibid, 36. 
 
4 More on the location of the tomb of Huy is found in Friederike Kampp-Seyfried, “Thebes, 
Qurnet Murai,” in Encyclopedia of the Archaeology of Ancient Egypt, ed. Kathryn A. Bard (New York: 






7 Nina Davies, and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of 
Tutankhamun (No. 40) ), The Theban Tomb Series 4, eds. Norman Davies and Alan H. Gardiner (London: 
The Egypt Exploration Society, 1926).  With contributions from the papers of Lepsius in the Neues 





Gardiner, although it is indicated that they were not the first to enter the tomb.8  Gardiner 
commented on the state of the paintings, whose varnish had become black and opaque in 
the presence of foul air.9  He also mentioned that he found the tomb with “considerable 
stretches of the wall-surface having fallen away, and the lower parts especially having 
been soiled and disintegrated by the use of the tomb as a dwelling and as a stable.”10  
When he cleared the interior of the tomb in the spring of 1921, he commented that the 
Department of Antiquities underpinned the walls solidly in various places where the 
scenes were in danger of falling off the walls.11   
Even with such wall decay, much of the literature on the Tomb of Huy has dealt 
exclusively with the colorful Nubian Tribute Scene, mostly revolving around the topmost 
register depicting the envoy from Wawat.  Specifically, the literature uses the sole figure 
of Hekanefer, the Prince of Mi’am, as an example of how he embodies an assimilated 
Nubian elite when discussing foreign policy in Nubia during the New Kingdom.12  
Support for characterizing Hekanefer as such is drawn by linking his upbringing in 
                                                
8 Gardiner specifically states, “When the tomb was first discovered, its colours must have been 
brilliant and unspoilt, since it claimed the special attention of the early explorers.” Davies and Gardiner, 




10 Davies and Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy, 2. 
 
11 Ibid, 5. 
 
12 See Barry J. Kemp, Ancient Egypt: Anatomy of a Civilization, second edition (New York: 
Routledge, 2006);  Edda Bresciani, “Foreigners,” in The Egyptians, ed. Sergio Donadoni (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1997);  Stuart Tyson Smith, Wretched Kush: Ethnic Identities and Boundaries 
in Egypt’s Nubian Empire (New York: Routledge, 2003); Jean Leclant, “Egypt in Nubia during the Old, 
Middle and New Kingdoms,” in Africa in Antiquity: The Arts of Ancient Nubia and the Sudan, ed. Sylvia 
Hochfield and Elizabeth Riefstahl (USA: Falcon Press, 1978);  T. Schneider, “Foreigners in Egypt:  
Archaeological Evidence and Cultural Context,” in Egyptian Archaeology, ed. Willeke Wendrich (United 
Kingdom: Wiley-Blackwell Publishing: 2010);  Maria Constanza De Simone, “The C-Group: Tradition and 






Egypt, his Egyptian appearance in the tomb of Huy, and his commissioning of an 
Egyptian-style tomb in Mi’am.13  
However, the focus of this thesis is on specific symbolic motifs and artistic 
alterations in two wall scenes that display atypical motifs.  The Nubian tribute scene and 
the viceregal vessel scene exhibit contradicting perceptions of society – principally, the 
ethnic and social interactions between foreigners and Egyptians, and the imperial political 
policy towards ancient Nubia during the New Kingdom.  In effect, the Tomb of Huy has 
the potential to shed light on the level of Nubian assimilation into the Egyptian collective, 
the development of foreign identity by Nubian elites, possible functions of political 
propaganda by the Egyptian state utilizing foreign subjugation, and the use of this 
political ideology by the tomb owner himself. 
The investigation of the social and ethnic identities of the ancient Egyptians, and 
to an even lesser extent, Egypt’s foreign populations, was rarely explored by 
Egyptologists until the mid 1990’s when, drawing from anthropological theory, John 
Baines investigated the concept of approaching “the foreigner” as an official group who, 
by being separated from the Egyptian collective by the Egyptian state ideology, created 
an “other.”14  He argued that this use of a dissimilar group of peoples reaffirmed the unity 
of the Egyptian collective, thereby creating a social and ethnic identity.15  In essence, 
Baines supposed that by examining these gaps and contradictions in models of society, 
                                                
13 William Kelly Simpson, Heka-Nefer (New Haven & Philadelphia: The Peabody Museum of 
Natural History & The University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, 1963). 
 
14 John Baines, “Contextualizing Egyptian Representations of Society and Ethnicity,” in The Study 
of the Ancient Near East in the 21st Century: The William Foxwell Albright Centennial Conference, eds. 







the definition of ethnicity and identities could be explored.16  This methodology can be 
utilized to analyze wall scenes as well, by examining the gaps and contradictions in the 
wall scenes and applying that message to the tomb owner’s view of Egyptian society.  
Geoff Emberling suggested further that drawing these ethnic boundaries will inevitably 
create a disparity between who belongs and who does not belong,17 the result of which 
ultimately forces the non-Egyptian to acquire an Egyptian ethnicity.18  Heckmann 
stressed the importance of ethnicity as a constituent of social life, as it shows that people 
are linked together by a sense of belonging together through similar cultural, historical, 
and current experiences or features.19  Jenkins followed this universal feature of 
structuring societies by proposing that ethnicity is a social construction “externalized in 
social interaction and internalized in personal self-definition.”20   
The meaning and function of boundaries is another topic being re-visited in 
current research concerning foreigners and foreign relations.  Schneider recently 
proposed the adoption of the concept of the fluidity of boundaries, as opposed to the 
commonly held view of impenetrable boundaries that has been projected on the ancient 
evidence.21  Previously held beliefs on the concept of borders have relied on the 
assumption that they are definite lines that separated the inside-self from the outside-
                                                
16 Baines, “Contextualizing,” 361. 
 
17 Geoff Emberling, “Ethnicity in Complex Societies: Archaeological Perspectives,” in Journal of 




19 Friedrich Heckmann, Ethnische Minderheiten, Volk und Nation: Soziologie interethnischer 
Beziehungen (Stuttgart: Ferdinand Enke, 1992), 30, 46, 56. 
 
20 R. Jenkins, “Ethnicity: Anthropological Aspects,” in International Encyclopedia of the 
Social & Behavioral Sciences 7, eds. N. J. Smelser and P. B. Baltes (Amsterdam, 2001), 4828. 
 
21 T. Schneider, “Foreigners in Egypt:  Archaeological Evidence and Cultural Context,” in 





other, and that these impassable boundaries fostered an all-encompassing nationalist-
mentality that excluded any beneficial or welcomed social interaction on the local level.22  
However, Schneider looks to studies regarding trans-boundary interaction, assimilation 
processes and the development of new identities in frontier areas where new cultural 
constructs are created.23   
A strong proponent of redefining the concept of ancient identity is Willeke 
Wendrich, who emphasizes the error of projecting a “typically Western concept of 
identity,” that of defining ourselves as unique individuals, onto members of ancient 
societies.24  Of course, Wendrich is correct in pointing out that, as modern scholars, our 
interpretation of the concepts of ancient societies and individuals’ identity will most 
likely reflect our own cultural influences.25  However, Wendrich urges the attempt in 
order to better understand the various ways a person in ancient Egypt stood in the world 
and adapted to the changes in their culture.26  Wendrich states that ancient Egyptians 
most likely defined themselves as, and were defined by others as, part of a group, or 
groups.27  Stuart Tyson Smith followed this anthropological approach in his 2003 study 
of conceptualizing the Egyptian identity, where he emphasized that individuals defined 
themselves within societal parameters, or how society defined them.28  He concluded that 
                                                




24 Willeke Wendrich, “Identity and Personhood,” in Egyptian Archaeology, ed. Willeke Wendrich 













the most important factor in the ancient Egyptian identity is how an ancient Egyptian 
self-identified in society; a concept that leads into one of the only thorough and 
invaluable discussions of foreign identity within Egyptian society.29 
Edda Bresciani has examined how the concept of “foreigners as the other” is used 
ideologically to consolidate the unity of the Egyptian state.30  Smith brought another 
interpretation to this concept in his suggestion that it is a propagandistic message used by 
the king time and time again to imply a divine right to great wealth and power.31  With 
respect to economics, Smith states, moreover, that these politically-charged messages 
create a constructed reality based on seemingly “historical events,” which in actuality 
serve as a subliminal message to legitimize the social inequalities between the King and 
his subjects.32 
Although the notion of “foreigner” has been regularly studied in the field of 
Egyptology, according to Thomas Schneider, the approach to analyzing foreigners has 
not been well conceived because scholars tend to apply a modern definition on ancient 
societies of what constitutes a “foreigner.”33  Schneider emphasized that cultural 
interaction between foreigners and Egyptians was commonplace and would have 
facilitated acculturation.34  Kemp has drawn attention to the efforts of the Nubian elite to 
                                                
29 Smith, Wretched Kush, 20. 
 
30 Edda Bresciani, “Foreigners,” in The Egyptians, ed. Sergio Donadoni (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, 1997). 
 




33 Schneider, 144. 
 





successfully be defined as wholly a part of the Egyptian society.35  Kemp expressed the 
view that the Nubian elite had to make a cultural statement by adopting Egyptian culture 
completely, such as learning the language, adopting Egyptian names, clothing, and way 
of life.36   
Two approaches will be applied to the tomb of Huy:  an anthropological approach 
emphasizing cultural theory and cultural processes, and a post-processual approach that 
stresses the role of symbolism and the negotiation of power in ancient societies.  My 
analysis will integrate this anthropological theory, archaeological evidence, and art 
historical analyses of the tomb relief.  Following Smith, my methodology will critically 
analyze the source primarily by first considering the author of the text (Huy), secondly, 
the message the tomb was intended to convey (power and importance), and finally its 
intended audience (to be determined by this thesis).37  In order to uncover these 
discordant “histories,” I will analyze the iconography of two wall scenes with respect to 
recent archaeological evidence detailing social patterns at frontier towns, tombs of 
Nubian elites, and the relationship to other scenes within the tomb narrative.  This thesis 
will endeavor to reveal, and draw attention to, how the Viceroy Huy perceived the world 
to be as an elite Egyptian, and how his tomb narrative contradicts the social reality of 
Egyptian attitudes toward foreigners during the 18th Dynasty. 
My study begins by reviewing the foreign policy between Egypt and ancient 
Nubia from the First Intermediate through the New Kingdom—specifically up to the 
                                                
35 Barry J. Kemp, Ancient Egypt: Anatomy of a Civilization, second edition (New York: 
Routledge, 2006), 34. 
 
36 Ibid, 34. 
 





reign of Tutankhamen from which time period the Tomb of Huy dates.  Egyptian 
imperialism and colonialism in Nubia and Syro-Palestine changed dramatically from the 
Middle to the New Kingdoms.  For the sake of relevance to this study, only the imperial 
policies and political history in Nubia will be discussed.  The second chapter will explore 
the function, duties, and history of Huy’s occupation as a “Viceroy of Kush,” and the 
economic implications of having such a position in a foreign land.  The second chapter 
will go on to outline the political history of foreign relations between Egypt and Nubia in 
order to describe how a viceroy in a foreign land was utilized by Egypt.  This history will 
stress the transition from the trade relationship between Egypt and Nubia of the Second 
Intermediate Period, to the Egyptian war campaigns in Nubia of the New Kingdom.  
Finally the economic repercussions of this new colonial empire in Nubia will be 
discussed, with an emphasis on the extraction of ‘foreign tributes.’ 
The third chapter will discuss the background of tribute scenes in Egyptian art.  I 
will argue that tribute scenes can be analyzed as much more than an extraction of goods 
from an Egyptian territory.  They can reflect the political imperial ideology, the economic 
motivations and shifts in these imperial policies, and can comment on the social and 
cultural ideologies towards foreigners during this time period.  I will describe in detail the 
two tribute scenes in the Tomb of Huy, the tribute from Nubia and the tribute from Asia.  
An iconographic and representational analysis of the features and pictorial representation 
of the foreigners in the tomb will show artistic anomalies in certain envoys of the Nubian 
tribute.  This atypical representation of these envoys, with their Egyptianized features and 
clothing, could assert a culturally-sensitive perspective towards the Nubians unparalleled 





envoy in the Tomb of Huy differs from the typical stylization of foreigners in Egyptian 
art, where foreigners are grouped into culturally vague ethnic caricatures. 
The fourth chapter discusses the implications of the anomalies found in the 
Nubian tribute scene; specifically the political, social, and cultural implications of 
depicting a foreigner with Egyptian traits.  In order to ascertain why the artist felt the 
need to include Nubian aspects and iconography separating them from Egyptians, a 
discussion of the assimilation policy for Nubian elites will be discussed.  This chapter 
applies a socio-historical method to assess the stage of Nubian-Egyptian relations during 
the reign of King Tutankhamen accompanied by a history of Egyptian/Nubian cultural 
relations and how this led to the colonization of Nubia in the New Kingdom.  It will 
comment on the degree that a foreigner could assimilate into the Egyptian collective, and 
question whether this comments further on the ancient Egyptian’s separation of an ethnic 
identity from a cultural identity.  Ultimately, this chapter will establish if, and why, an 
Egyptian identity was withheld from assimilated Nubian elites in the renditions of the 
Nubian envoys in the tomb of Huy.   
The fifth chapter investigates the idea of the withholding of a complete Egyptian 
identity, positing that it could be indicative of a grander political schema or religious 
topos.  This chapter explores Egypt’s ideology towards foreigners, and the possible 
function of this ideology within Egyptian society.  Chapter five’s main source of 
evidence is an analysis of a second wall scene in the Tomb of Huy illustrating Huy’s state 
traveling vessel, which draws interest for its context within the tomb and its pictorial 
imagery of powerful symbols of authority and supremacy usually reserved for royal 





archaeology of the Egyptian/Nubian frontier, exposing contradicting ideologies 
concerning ancient Egypt’s foreign policy with ancient Nubia.  Finally, the fifth chapter 
analyzes the scenes on the viceregal state vessel with regard to Huy personally:  why is 
Huy, a viceroy of Kush, using these state topoi?   This investigation will speak to the 
possible political function of this iconography for the personal benefit of the tomb owner. 
The final chapter will draw analyses from the contradictions shown to be evident 
in the Tomb of Huy.  It will draw conclusions from the juxtaposition of the two wall 
scenes discussed and the archaeology of the Egypt/Nubian frontier.  The final chapter 
will use the contradictions in the tomb of Huy to summarize the cultural realities this 
political propaganda shrouds, while commenting on the religious and ideological 
treatment of foreigners in texts and art.  Finally, it will endeavor to establish the use of 





OVERVIEW OF FOREIGN RELATIONS BETWEEN EGYPT AND NUBIA 
 
 
The Tomb of Huy 
The Tomb of Huy (figure 1) is a T-shaped tomb—numbered by the Theban-Tomb 
system as “TT40”—in which the vertical axis lays north to south cardinally, but is 
symbolically situated east to west with the entrance on the “east” end.1  Likewise, the 
horizontal axis lays east to west, but symbolically points south to north.  The 2.74 m. long 
entrance passage was once adorned with paintings, but these are now in fragments due to 
damage.2  These fragments preserve remnants of text and traces of a painted figure that 
indicate the original decoration.  This passage leads to the highly decorated transverse 
outer chamber that contains scenes depicting official duties and scenes from “daily life.”3  
The remnants of the badly damaged longitudinal entrance hall and inner passage indicate 
that the scenes there illustrated the preparation for burial.4  The inner passage, located in 
the axis of the entrance passage, leads to the inner hall that is pillared in the tradition of 
the tombs of the Amarna Period.5  Although this chamber is undecorated, the wall, 
                                                
1 For more on the development of New Kingdom T-shaped tombs see Nigel and Helen Strudwick, 
Thebes in Egypt: A Guide to the Tombs and Temples of Ancient Luxor (Ithaca, New York: Cornell 
University Press, 1999), 148-150. 
 
2 Nina Davies, and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of 
Tutankhamun (No. 40), The Theban Tomb Series, eds. Norman Davies and Alan H. Gardiner (London: The 
Egypt Exploration Society, 1926), 2. 
 
3Janice Kamrin discusses that most scholars interpret “daily life” scenes as portraying actual 
events.  She posits that this approach is inappropriate and that it prevents the incorporation of “other 
potential levels of meanings.” Janice Kamrin, The Cosmos of Khnumhotep II at Beni Hasan (London:  
Kegan Paul International, 1999), 42-44. 
 
4 This overview of tomb decoration is taken from Nigel and Helen Strudwick, Thebes in Egypt, 
139-173.  See also Porter and Moss, Topographic Bibliography I. 
 
5 Davies and Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy, 4. 
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ceiling, and sides of the pillars are coated with mud and plaster in preparation for 
paintings.6  
 
The Tomb Narrative 
The tomb narrative, or sequence of events, of the outer chamber begins on the 
northern extremity of the symbolic east wall (figs. 2 and 3) with a depiction of King 
Tutankhamen in full regalia wearing the blue khepresh crown seated on a throne 
underneath a canopy supported by lotus blossom pillars (fig. 4).  Huy is shown facing the 
viewer’s left in attendance before the king, accepting his appointment as the viceroy of 
Kush.  An unnamed overseer of the treasury standing before Huy announces to him, 
“Thus speaks Pharaoh: there is handed over to thee from Nekhen to Nesut-towe.”7  The 
remainder of this scene depicts couriers and Huy’s family welcoming his appointment as 
viceroy of Kush and Huy accepting the insignia of his new office (fig. 5). 
Moving in a southern direction toward the entrance to the tomb, the next scene is 
dominated by the oversized figure of Huy leaving the palace—indicated by his now 
facing the viewer’s right and away from the king—with a bouquet of offering flowers in 
both his hands (fig. 6).  The inscription reads:  
Going forth praised from the palace, having been promoted in the presence of the 
good god to be the king’s son, overseer of the southern lands, Huy; 
Khenthannufer (Upper Nubia) having been entrusted to him, and Upper Egypt 
being bound together under his supervision, so as to administer them on behalf of 
the Lord of the Two Lands all subjects of His Majesty.8 
 
                                                
6 Davies and Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy, 4. Davies hypothesizes that construction may have 
halted due to Huy’s death or disgrace. 
 
7 Ibid, 10. Translation by Gardiner. 
 
8 Ibid, 11.  
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The final stage of the narrative on the northern section of the east wall shows Huy 
proceeding to the temple of Amun to give thanks to the gods for his appointment to the 
rank of viceroy (fig. 6).9  A damaged figure of Huy before an offering table heaped with 
goods is located on the northern corner of the entrance just as one enters the tomb (fig. 7).   
The narrative passes over the opening to the tomb onto the southern section of the 
east wall which is partially damaged.  What is preserved shows Huy leaving the temple of 
Amun followed by his family, friends, and household staff bound for his viceregal state 
traveling vessel that will take him to Nubia (fig. 8).  This scene and its broader 
connotations will be discussed in detail in chapter five. 
The tomb’s narrative moves onto the western wall where the narratives being 
depicted on the southern and northern sections perfectly balance one another.  The 
southern section illustrates Huy exacting the tribute from Nubia (fig. 9).  He is then 
shown proceeding toward the northern end of this section in order to present it to King 
Tutankhamen, who is depicted, as before, enthroned in full regalia under a canopy.  The 
figure of the king marks the culmination of this scene, which is physically ended by the 
opening of the entrance to the burial chamber.  The northern section of the western wall 
is composed exactly the same, except that it depicts the tribute from Asia (fig. 10).  First 
Huy collects the tribute from the envoys from Asia, then he turns toward the south in 
order to present this tribute to the enthroned King Tutankhamen.  Again, the figure of the 
king ends this section’s narrative, as well as marking the entrance to the burial chamber.  
Both these tribute scenes will be discussed in further detail in chapter three.  
 
 
                                                




Huy’s Administrative Office 
One of the major functions of Huy’s tomb narrative is to stress his proximity to 
the king as his loyal subject and servant and to emphasize his importance in the king’s 
court.  Huy’s chief title was “viceroy of Kush” in the reign of King Tutankhamen.10  
Other titles within his tomb include: “King’s son of Kush,” “King’s son of Kush, 
overseer of the Southern Lands, fan-bearer on the king’s right,” “King’s son, overseer of 
the Southern Lands,” “Hereditary prince, toparch mry-nter-priest, king’s son of Kush,” 
“King’s messenger to every land, king’s son of Kush, overseer of the Southern Lands,” 
and “King’s son of Kush, king’s scribe.”11  The rest of Huy’s titles are service-titles he 
most likely acquired during his previous careers.  These titles include, “Scribe of the 
letters of the viceroy, Mermose,” “King’s scribe,” “Mery-neter priest,” and “King’s 
messenger to every land.” 12  
Reisner’s study of the office of viceroy concludes that it would seem from the list 
of viceroy titles that commander of the military was not a title given to a viceroy of Kush 
during the 18th Dynasty.13  Instead, the exercise of military power was entrusted to the 
                                                
10 According to Reisner, inscriptions in his tomb date Huy to the reign of Tutankhamen.  However, 
Reisner states that two of the cartouches in the Tomb of Huy contain the name of Ramses II.  In addition, 
all but two or three of the cartouches of Tutankhamun were erased leaving only the name “Amun.”  Reisner 
justifiably speculates that this proscription is indicative of Horemheb’s reign, where he substituted his name 
for that of Tutankhamen’s on most of that king’s monuments in order to justify his right to rule.  Therefore, 
perhaps a scribe dating to the time of Ramses II found these cartouches damaged and reinscribed them with 
the name of Ramses II.  This “reinscription” is certainly a common occurrence during the reign of Ramses 
II.  George Reisner, “The Viceroys of Ethiopia,” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 6 (1920): 36. 
 
11 See John Coleman Darnell and Colleen Manassa, Tutankhamun’s Armies (New Jersey: John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2007), 106-109; Reisner, “The Viceroys of Ethiopia,” 35; and  Davies and Gardiner, 
The Tomb of Huy, 6-7. 
 
12 George Reisner, “The Viceroys of Ethiopia (Continued),” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 6:2 
(1920), 82.  See also Labib Habachi, Sixteen Studies on Lower Nubia, Supplement aux Annales du Service 





head bowman of Kush, who was subservient to the viceroy and, at least in the reign of 
Tutankhamen, was a Nubian living in Lower Nubia.  The viceroy’s duties were, rather, 
strictly administrative and managerial in nature, which required the king of Egypt to 
appoint viceroys with specific skills.  This position required an astute person familiar 
with both the names and personalities of the Nubian chiefs and the internal bureaucracy 
of the Theban offices.  The viceroy needed to be a successful foreign diplomat, as well as 
an intelligent and firm leader in order to maintain peace in an occupied territory.  Above 
all the king needed a viceroy with a zealous devotion to the king’s financial interests in a 
foreign land, as the king’s highest concern was the tribute from Nubia, and he esteemed 
his viceroy according to the amount of the revenue he extracted.14  The viceregal 
administration was mostly composed of Nubian families, whether of indigenous, 
Egyptian, or mixed origin, with only the highest officials appointed directly from 
Egypt.15  The king personally filled these positions from his immediate entourage whose 
actions he could witness for himself, and the viceroy usually held the appointment for 
life, or until the accession of the next king, unless he fell into disfavor and was 
dismissed.16   
 
Foreign Relations between Egypt and Nubia 
The need for such a position can be explained by an overview of the changes in 
foreign relations and trade policies between ancient Egypt and ancient Nubia (map 1) at 
                                                
14 Reisner, 82-84.   
 
15 Robert G. Morkot, “Nubia in the New Kingdom: The Limits of Egyptian Control,” in Egypt and 
Africa, ed. W.V. Davies (London: British Museum Press, 1991), 299.  See also Labib Habachi, Sixteen 
Studies on Lower Nubia, Supplement aux Annales du Service des Antiquites de l’Egypt 23 (Cairo: Institut 
francais d’archeologie orientale, 1981), 111-119. 
 
16 Morkot, 299. 
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the beginning of the New Kingdom.  In the Middle Kingdom (ca. 2040-1650 BCE), 
beginning with Sesostris III in the 12th Dynasty, Egypt sought to exploit Nubia’s 
resources and trade routes through the placement of powerful fortresses as far as the 
second cataract (map 2).17  Fortresses also served an administrative function as the 
governor’s residence and the seat of its institutions.18 
As Egypt grew weak during the end of the Middle Kingdom, Nubia began to gain 
internal strength.19  Egypt’s preoccupation with the invading Hyksos from the north, 
during the Second Intermediate Period (ca. 1650-1550 BCE) allowed the Classic Kerma 
peoples to regain territory in Nubia previously occupied by Egypt.20   
In the New Kingdom (ca. 1550-1070 BCE), Egypt became interested again in 
controlling Nubia, but in a more comprehensive way than in the Middle Kingdom.  
Numerous Nubian campaigns levied against the Classic Kerma peoples by the kings of 
the early New Kingdom eventually vanquished Kerma’s hold on Lower Nubia, allowing 
for Egyptian domination to be restored (map 3).21  Thutmosis II (ca.1492-1479 BCE) 
divided Nubia into two administrative districts, Lower Nubia (Wawat) between the First 
cataract and Semna, and Upper Nubia (Kush) between Semna and the Fourth cataract 
                                                
17 Stuart Tyson Smith, “State and Empire in the Middle and New Kingdoms,” in Anthropology 
and Egyptology. A Developing Dialogue, ed. Judy Lustig (Sheffield: Academic Press, 1997), 66. 
 
18 Brigitte Gratien, “From Egypt to Kush: Administrative Practices and Movements of Goods 
During the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period,” in Nubian Studies 1998: Proceedings of 
the Ninth Conference of the International Society of Nubian Studies (Boston: Department of African-
American Studies, Northeastern University, 2004), 80. 
 
19 Smith, “State and Empire in the Middle and New Kingdoms,” 66. 
 
20 Shinnie, 76. 
 




region (map 3).22  He began an assimilation policy of bringing the sons of the Nubian 
leader to Egypt to be reeducated in Egyptian policies in the kap (royal nursery) before 
being sent back to Kush to govern as Egyptian administrators.23  Thutmosis II then 
divided Upper Nubia into five districts, each under the control of assimilated native 
princes loyal to the Egyptian pharaoh.24  Moreover, Lower Nubia was put under the 
supervision of a viceroy who controlled Lower Nubia in a manner similar to that of the 
administrators of the nomes of Egypt.25   The viceroy derived his authority directly from 
the pharaoh, and he, in turn, managed the deputy of Wawat and Kush.26  They, in turn, 
acted as fortress commanders and mayors of the cities in Nubia, presided over ministers 
of agriculture, ministers of the Nubian treasury, and the scribes who recorded the 
administrative details.27  
Hatshepsut (ca. 1473-1458 BCE) sent at least four military expeditions to Nubia, 
the first three to suppress rebels in a region previously controlled by Ahmose and 
Thutmosis I.  Two of these expeditions correspond with the appearance of new viceroys, 
which may indicate the importance of that office in keeping peace in Nubia.28  Reliefs in 
Hatshepsut’s mortuary temple at Deir el-Bahari illustrate an expedition to the land of 
                                                
22 Török, 158. 
 
23 Török, 162. This “assimilation policy” toward Nubian elites will be discussed further in chapters 
three and four.  
 
24 Darnell and Manassa, Tutankhamun’s Armies, 108. 
 
25 Török, 162. 
 
26 This administrative arrangement is taken from the text on the Kurkur Stela, found in the Kurkur 
Oasis southwest of Aswan (see map 3) in March 1997 by members of the modern Egyptian army stationed 
at an outpost near the oasis.  Darnell and Manassa, Tutankhamun’s Armies, 116. 
 
27 Ibid, 108 and 116. 
 
28 Ibid, 163. 
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Punt (fig. 11) that introduces in art the notion of trade between Egypt and Punt, possibly 
to be identified as an entrepôt in the interior of Africa.29  Two possible routes existed 
between the Egyptian Nile Valley and the Africa interior—by ship through the Red Sea 
after crossing the Eastern Desert, and by land from southern Nubia.30  Of course this 
exchange was formulated for Egyptian audiences as a one-sided tribute, where the 
Puntites merely asked to be granted life by the king of Egypt.31  The ideological imports 
of these visual and textual reports documenting tributes from areas south of Egypt will be 
discussed further in chapters four and five. 
Thutmosis III continued military actions in the south for the remainder of his 
reign; however, they were not aimed at expanding Egypt’s borders, but rather to quell 
local rebellions.  Amenhotep III (c. 1390-1352 BCE) staged similar campaigns against 
nomadic Nubian rebellions, but otherwise the relationship was a peaceful one.32   
When Amenhotep IV (1353-1336 BCE)33 ascended to the throne, Egypt’s empire 
was extremely large and wealthy due to its control of the Nubian gold mines and the 
                                                
29 Dimitri Meeks postulates that the territory of Punt began close to Egypt.  It most likely 
incorporated the whole coastal zone of the Red Sea down to present day Yemen.  The heart of Punt 
probably corresponded to Yemeni Tihama.  Dimitri Meeks, “Locating Punt,” in Mysterious Lands, eds. 
David O’Connor and Stephen Quirke (United Kingdom: University College London Press, 2003), 53-79;  
Punt has also been believed to be in the eastern Sudan, northern Abyssinia, and possibly at times including 
the region across the Gulf of Aden into the southern Arabian Peninsula.  Darnell and Manassa, 
Tutankhamun’s Armies, 105;  Other sources that discuss the possible location for the land of Punt include, 
but are not limited to, David O’Connor, “New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period, 1552-664 BC,” in 
Ancient Egypt: A Social History, ed. B.G. Trigger, et al (Cambridge: UP, 1993), 183-278; K. A. Kitchen, 
“The Land of Punt,” in The Archaeology of Africa: Food, Metals and Towns, ed. T. Shaw, et al (London: 
Routledge, 1993a), 587-608. 
 
30 Darnell and Manassa, Tutankhamun’s Armies, 105. 
 




33 Known as Akhenaten after year 5 of his reign. Rita E. Freed, et al. Pharaohs of the Sun (Boston, 
Little, Brown and Company, 1999), 13. 
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overland trade with central Africa.34  Since Kush had long since been pacified militarily, 
the king’s interest in the area became primarily iconoclastic.35 
When Tutankhamen (ca. 1333-1323 BCE) came to power, Egypt was in disarray 
at home and abroad.36  The people were in crisis due to the denial and neglect of the old 
gods and the Hittites had become a serious threat to the north.  However, with Lower 
Nubia thoroughly colonized and Upper Nubia divided and under the control of local 
governors, the threat from the south was negligible.37  Nevertheless, evidence is 
presented by John Darnell and Colleen Manassa that a single Nubian war was fought 
during the reign of Tutankhamen in which the Egyptian army was almost certainly 
commanded by the general—and future pharaoh—Horemheb.38  Tutankhamen did 
rededicate all Aten temples to Amun-Re, but did not alter the name of Kawa since the sun 
disk is a component of the god Amun-Re.39  John Coleman Darnell and Colleen Manassa 
postulate that the temple-building programs of Akhenaten and his successors were most 
likely aimed at converting the local Nubian populations, and Egyptian colonists and 
Nubians alike were encouraged to worship.40 
   
                                                
34 Timothy Kendall, “Foreign Relations,” in Pharaohs of the Sun, ed. Rita E. Freed, et. al. (Boston, 
Little, Brown and Company, 1999), 157. 
 
35 Ibid. Amenhotep IV commanded his viceroy to shut down all indigenous Nubian temples. 
 
36 Freed, et al., Pharaohs of the Sun, 13. 
 
37 Kendall, 157. 
 
38 The record is incomplete, but Darnell and Manassa’s evidence is gleaned from the Kurkur stela, 
reliefs from the blocks from the temple called “Nebkheperure in Thebes” (dismantled in antiquity), and 
scenes of a Nubia war in a small rock-cut temple at Gebel Silsila commissioned by Tutankhamen’s general 
Horemheb.  Darnell and Manassa, Tutankhamun’s Armies, 119-125. 
 
39 Ibid, 111. 
 




In the New Kingdom, Nubia and her resources were firmly within Egypt’s 
territorial authority.  As a result, Egypt imposed its economic enterprises and cultures on 
the land.  While, in the Middle Kingdom, Egypt allowed Kerma to retain its culture with 
little Egyptian interference, in the New Kingdom, pharaohs sought large scale 
acculturation and massive military occupation.41  Large administrative centers were 
established housing viceroys, or governors, and were placed at key cities to ensure 
regional stability.42  This shift from “imperialism equilibrium” to “colonial acculturation” 
is the major change in Egypt’s foreign relation policy toward Nubia from the Middle to 
the New Kingdom (fig. 12).43  Ultimately this substituted Egyptian administrative, 
socioeconomic, and religious systems for Nubian ones.44  As a result, the native 
population was not replaced by Egyptian colonists.  Rather, the indigenous population 
was encouraged to acculturate.45  In fact, with regard to the Nubian elite, it was 
obligatory to acculturate in order to enter the high ranks of the Egyptian bureaucracy.46 
 
 
                                                
41 Smith, “State and Empire in the Middle and New Kingdoms,” 67. 
 
42 Ibid, 66. 
 
43 Ibid. These terms are fundamental to the Horvath/Bartel Matrix developed by R. J. Horvath, “A 
Definition of Colonialism,” in Current Anthropology 13 (1972): 45-57.  It was adapted by B. Bartel, 
“Comparative Historical Archaeology and Archaeological Theory,” in Comparative Studies in the 
Archaeology of Colonialism 8:37, ed. S. L. Dyson, BAR International Series 233 (Oxford: British 
Archaeological Reports, 1985).  The matrix classifies archaeological data from societies who have been 
colonized or conquered.  It uses a matrix that compares colonialism (settlers) and imperialism (no settlers) 
with three strategies for domination: eradication, acculturation, and equilibrium.  These systems have been 
adopted for application to Egypt by Smith, “State and Empire in the Middle and New Kingdoms.” 
 







Duties of the Viceroy of Kush 
The viceroy of Kush was the ultimate arbiter of justice and chief administrator in 
Nubia, whose responsibilities by the reign of Tutankhamen extended from the 
southernmost districts of Egypt to the Fourth cataract.  Huy was an Egyptian, born in 
Thebes and would have lived in Egypt until his appointment to the viceroy.  While his 
tomb supplies much information on his office, his personal life is underrepresented there.  
Huy who was given his office in the reign of Tutankhamen would presumably have been 
born in the reign of Amenhotep III since his sons are depicted in the tomb as fully grown 
holding positions of their own.47  Huy’s administrative base at Faras (map 3) grew to be 
the major base of pharaonic power, replacing Aniba (map 3)  as the seat of the viceroy of 
Kush due to its strategic location as a connection to several desert roads that acted as a 
hub for land- and river-based traffic (map 4).48  The Kurkur stela, discovered near the 
Kurkur Oasis (map 5), underscores the importance of Faras and its network of desert 
roads during the reign of Tutankamen.49  The stela records a rebuke by the deputy of 
Wawat, Penniut,50 to an unnamed Medjay patrolman for failing to arrive with a seal on 
time.51  In the stela text, Penniut refers to the intricacies of the military outposts, 
                                                
47 Davies and Gardiner, Tomb of Huy, 5.  Additional information on the personal life of Huy can 
be found in Labib Habachi, Sixteen Studies on Lower Nubia, Supplement aux Annales du Service des 
Antiquites de l’Egypt 23 (Cairo: Institut francais d’archeologie orientale, 1981), 111-119. 
 
48 Darnell and Manassa, Tutankhamun’s Armies, 112.  An eastern track leading south through the 
desert connected Faras with points as far as Kurgus.  From the west, two tracks led into the oases of 
Kurkur, which led to further roads to Aswan and Thebes, and Dunqul (a small oasis to the southwest of the 
First cataract). 
 
49 Ibid, 113. 
 
50 Ibid. Penniut is one of the officials present at the promotion of Huy to viceroy, but only named 
as the deputy commander of the fortress of Faras.   
 




specifically to the “wall of Pharaoh.”52  This is most likely describing a system of 
outposts and patrol roads that protected the people and trade caravans along the borders 
of Egyptian Nubia.53  In addition to its administrative and military function, Faras, whose 
ancient name was Nebkheperure Sehetep-netjeru (Nebkheperure [Tutankhamen] is the 
pacifier of the gods), had a religious importance, as well, as the location of a cult of the 
deified pharaoh Tutankhamen.54   
Huy’s major duty was the collection of this inw, or “tribute,”55  which would 
consist of the many precious and exotic products of Africa, including gold, ivory, ebony, 
ostrich feathers and eggs, wild animals, incense and stones.56  However, tribute scenes 
can be analyzed as much more than an extraction of goods from an Egyptian territory.  
They can reflect the political imperial ideology, and the economic motivations and shifts 
in these imperial policies.  Furthermore, tribute scenes can comment on the social and 
cultural ideologies toward foreigners during this time period in Egyptian history.  In the 
following chapters, evidence found in the tribute scenes within the tomb of Huy will be 
re-assessed to determine whether this relationship implied a far more dynamic economic, 
political, social, and ideological interaction between the two regions and their societies.  
                                                




54 The cult of Tutankhamen at Faras “recognized the pharaoh as a manifestation of the local form 
of Amun; one particularly eloquent stela of the Nubian viceroy Huy from Karnak Temple preserves a hymn 
to the deified Tutankhamun.” Darnell and Manassa, Tutankhamun’s Armies, 115. 
 
55 Inw is a participle that is literally translated, “that which is brought,” and has been generally 
translated by scholars as “tax” “tribute,” and “gift.”  Since the scenes in the tomb of Huy are referred to as 
tribute scenes, the translation “tribute” has been chosen by the author for consistency.  Adolf Erman and 
Hermann Grapow, Wörterbuch der Aegyptischen Sprache im Auftrage der Deutschen Akademien Vol. I 
(Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1926), 92. 
 





THE NUBIAN AND ASIATIC TRIBUTE SCENES 
 
 
Discussion of Inw 
 
During the New Kingdom, the Egyptian empire acquired the majority of its goods 
and raw materials as a result of the receipt of obligatory gifts, war booty, and tribute.1  
This consisted of exotic goods, gold, and people that came to Egypt from Nubia in great 
quantity during the New Kingdom.2  In the New Kingdom inw demonstrated the Egyptian 
king’s superiority to other men in the social hierarchy.  The inw-exchange system was 
sanctioned by the gods and provided the king with revenue.3  This passage from Amun’s 
blessing to Amenhotep III on the stela from the mortuary temple of Amenhotep III in 
Western Thebes indicates how inw was brought to Egypt from its northern and southern 
neighbors as part of an economic and religious ideology: 
Turning my face to the south I did a wonder for you, 
I made the chiefs of wretched Kush surround you,  
Carrying all their tribute on their backs. 
 
Turning my face to the north I did a wonder for you, 
I made the countries of the ends of Asia come to you, 
Carrying all their tribute on their backs. 
 
They offer you their persons and their children, 
Beseeching you to grant them breath of life.4 
                                                
1 Graciela Gestoso Singer, “El Intercambio de bienes entre Egipto y el Asia Anterior. Desde 
reinado de Tuthmosis III al de Akhenaton,” in Ehud Ben Zvi and Roxana Flammini, eds., Ancient Near 
East Monographs II, 2nd ed. (Buenos Aires: Society of Biblical Literature - Centro de Estudios de Historia 
del Antiguo Oriente, 2008), 12. 
 
2 P. L. Shinnie, Ancient Nubia (London and New York: Kegan Paul International, 1996), 82. 
 
3 Edward Bleiberg, The Official Gift in Ancient Egypt (Norman Oklahoma: Oklahoma University 
Press, 1996), 114. 
 
4 M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature. A Book of Readings II. The New Kingdom (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1976), 46ff.  
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This obvious partiality toward Egypt over all foreign lands has led past 
scholarship to define inw as a purely exploitative relationship between Egypt and its 
Nubian territory.  Although the terms inw and b3kw are the two terms usually translated 
as “tribute” between two groups of unequal state,5 Bleiberg’s study of the inw-exchange 
system recognizes inw as the system of a social relationship that is not entirely abusive.6   
In the “super-racial” conception of the state ideology found in the New Kingdom, 
all foreign countries were created in order to enrich the temples and storehouses of 
Egypt.7  Tribute scenes are a concise pictorial manifestation of this concept.  With regard 
to Nubia, Egypt was motivated by the economic objective of acquiring the area’s natural 
resources.8  On the largest scale, the role of this extraction of goods aided in the 
reorganization of the Egyptian state from the Second Intermediate Period into the more 
centrally sound and internationally aggressive empire of the 18th Dynasty.  In using an 
imperialism model (fig. 13) utilized by Stuart Tyson Smith,9 one can see that, in the New 
Kingdom, Egypt exercised a policy of “acculturation colonialism” on Lower Nubia—and 
to some extent Upper Nubia—that replaced the pattern of “equilibrium imperialism” used 
                                                
5 Robert G. Morkot, “Nubia in the New Kingdom: The Limits of Egyptian Control,” in Egypt and 
Africa, ed. W.V. Davies (London: British Museum Press, 1991), 299. 
 
6 Bleiberg, The Official Gift, 114. 
 
7 Edda Bresciani, “Foreigners,” in The Egyptians, edited by Sergio Donadoni (Chicago: The 




9 The economic model used by Smith is adapted for Egypt’s imperial system from T. N D’Altroy 
and T. K. Earle’s model for understanding the economic dynamics of the Inca Empire.  T. N D’Altroy and 
T. K. Earle, “Staple finance, wealth finance, and storage in the Inka political economy,” in Current 




in the Middle Kingdom.10  This “equilibrium imperialism” model differs from 
“acculturation colonialism” because equilibrium allows the foreign territory to retain its 
infrastructure in lieu of an imperialized Egyptian economy replacement, as was the model 
maintained in Western Asia and the Aegean where the social and economic 
administration policies of those territories were more suited for Egypt’s imperial goals.11   
The driving force and motivation behind this administrative shift in Nubia, as 
opposed to the Levant, was economics.  The reorganization and colonial occupation was 
a byproduct of the new economic model placed on the newly absorbed foreign territory.12  
The issue of how to maximize the resources of this new territory is determined in a cost-
minimizing model that combines the needs of the imperial power with the indigenous 
administrative and economic systems.13  Reorganization of a territory’s economic 
structure usually follows when its local systems are inadequately meeting the needs of the 
new imperial system.14  Therefore, although “tribute” had been exacted from foreign 
empires since the Middle Kingdom, Egypt’s imperial strategy in Nubia was more 
complex than that employed in the Levant and changed dramatically from the Middle 
Kingdom.  However, even with this shift in models, the kinds of goods extracted from 
Nubia were identical in both periods.  Only the method of extraction changed. 
                                                
10 Stuart Tyson Smith, “State and Empire in the Middle and New Kingdoms,” in Anthropology 











In a philological study by Edward Bleiberg, the author observed that inw is 
brought before the pharaoh in a ceremony attended by a select few nobles.15  Bleiberg 
hypothesized that the nobles in this important ceremony gained status by being included, 
and would want such an important function to be remembered and thus included within 
their tombs.  Huy’s tomb narrative includes two tribute scenes, both located on the west 
wall:  the Nubian tribute on the southern section and the Asiatic tribute on the northern 
section.  The importance of these tribute scenes is emphasized by their placement in the 
tomb.  The scenes greet the viewer on the opposite walls of the entranceway where the 
light would fall first, and as a result are understood to be the most important scenes 
within the tomb narrative.16  
 
Nubian Tribute Scene 
The Nubian tribute wall, located on the southern section of the west wall (fig. 14), 
is interpreted first within the tomb narrative and so initiates my discussion.  The Nubian 
tribute (fig. 9) consists of three separate envoys:  the Lower Nubian, or Wawat, the Upper 
Nubian, or Kush, and then one further envoy from what is considered to be a southern 
province in Kush.  The narrative reads right to left in a linear procession, and I will begin 
with the tribute from Lower Nubia that comprises the topmost register.   
The topmost register begins with three figures identified by inscriptions as, 
“chieftains from Wawat,”17 two of whom kneel and one who bows completely to the 
                                                
15 Bleiberg, The Official Gift, 105-113. 
 
16 As seen in almost all other 18th Dynasty nobleman’s tombs of Thebes.  Melinda Hartwig, “Style 
and Visual Rhetoric in Theban Tomb Painting,” in Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-First Century, 
eds. Zahi Hawass and Lyla P. Brock (Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, 2003), 298. 
 
17 Wawat, or Lower Nubia.  This title is found in the caption above the two kneeling chieftains. 
Davies and Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy, 24. 
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ground (fig. 15).  The foremost figure is identified in an accompanying caption as, 
“Hekanufer, the prince of Mi’am.”18  The inclusion of such captions for identification is 
rarely extended to foreigners, signifying his importance to the Viceroy Huy.  All three of 
the Wawat chieftains are ornately dressed in ankle-length white sheaths gathered at the 
waist and sandals.  The additional red sashes around their waist and up their chests show 
a mixed Afro-Egyptian costume.  Leopard skin capes are draped over their backs, and 
they have gold wristlets and earrings, and white bead chokers.  A headband adorned with 
two small ostrich feathers is tied to the front and back of their closely cropped, ear length 
hair.   
Following the chieftains is a Wawat princess (fig. 16), resembling an Egyptian 
woman in dress, jewelry, and hairstyle.  She wears a white diaphanous sheath dress and 
sandals on her feet.  The sheath is wrapped around her body gathering over her shoulders, 
and upper arms, and tied at her waist, leaving open the front where her left leg strides 
forward.  She wears an elaborate blue and gold broad collar across her chest, and large 
blue and gold earrings composed of a stylized flower disk with three tendrils hanging 
down.  Her wig is shoulder length and has streaks of what is thought to be clay woven 
throughout it, which could have been used by the Nubians to style their hair into Egyptian 
braids.19  Atop her head is an ornate red and gold modius crown.  Her facial profile, like 
her garment, is Egyptian, although her light brown skin tone is darker than the normal 
yellow tint traditionally used for Egyptian women.  The only other markedly non-
                                                
18 Davies and Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy, 23. 
 
19 Barry J. Kemp, Ancient Egypt: Anatomy of a Civilization, second edition (New York: 
Routledge, 2006), 37. 
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Egyptian elements of her depiction are the inclusion of numerous cuffs lining her arms 
and the presence of a white bead choker. 
Behind the princess, and smaller in stature, are four figures identified by the 
caption above their heads as ms wrw nw kh3swt nbwt “children of the rulers of all foreign 
lands (hill-countries)” (fig. 17).20  Their dress and flesh color alternate, which divides 
them into two groups: dark skinned shirtless princes with cropped red hair and a blue side 
lock, and red skinned princes with a full white linen sheath, sandals, and a chin length 
fringed wig.  All four figures wear a gold modius-type crown, fringed earrings, and a 
small gold broad collar covers their chests.  These princes also have Egyptian-like facial 
features which include, in profile, a high arching eyebrow over a large almond-shaped 
eye slanted inward, a slightly pointed nose, full lips, and fleshy lower part of the face.21  
Attendants clad in a less elaborate white knee-length tunic with mid-calf length 
undershirt and a red embroidered sash follow this procession (fig. 17).  The facial 
features of this group contrast with the previous figures as they are distinctly Nubian, 
with upturned pointed noses, curved foreheads, and protruding lips.  Furthermore, they 
lack sandals and gold jewelry.  Their hair is cut above their ears, topped with a large 
ostrich feather, and they have white bead chokers. 
The last of this royal procession is a figure riding in an oxen-drawn chariot driven 
by an Egyptian servant with another Egyptian servant leading the oxen on the ground 
(fig. 17).  She wears a costume identical to that of the first Wawat princess, however, her 
wig is rounder in shape.  A large ostrich feather parasol emanates from above her crown, 
                                                
20Adolf Erman, and Hermann Grapow, Wörterbuch der Aegyptischen Sprache im Auftrage der 
Deutschen Akademien Vol. I (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1926), 139. 
 
21  Figures in art during this transitional post-Amarna period still show some Amarna influence.  
Gay Robins, The Art of Ancient Egypt (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2008), 158. 
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which is the particular Nubian symbol of high rank.22  Another indication of her high 
status is her oxen-drawn chariot, as cattle were a socially, religiously and ceremonially 
important element in Nubian culture.23  Unfortunately her face has been destroyed so it is 
impossible to describe her facial features. 
Finally, a row of five Nubian captives, two large Nubian women, and three young 
Nubian male children bring up the rear of this register (fig. 18).  The captives are bound 
by the neck and hands and wear animal skinned short kilts tied by a long sash in front.  
Their feathers, cropped hair, and the kilts could place them as Upper Nubians captured by 
Lower Nubia.  The women and children are brought as tribute for slave labor, or possibly 
the children to be assimilated into Egyptian culture as was prevalent during this period of 
colonization of Nubia.24  It is important to note the significant differences between these 
figures and the preceding envoy from Wawat, perhaps as being from different social 
classes and ethnicities.  Their skin tone is much darker, they lack special jewelry and 
sheaths, and have different wig styles, facial features, and figural contours. 
The Egyptian characteristics present in the chieftains in the envoy from Wawat 
are absent in the following register which depicts an envoy from Kush (fig. 19).  In a 
composition similar to that of the preceding register, three chieftains from Kush are 
shown kneeling in unison before Huy, but their garments, jewelry, hair, and features 
differ from the envoy from Wawat.  Their features are decidedly more Nubian, with a 
pronounced lower half of the face and receding forehead, a bulbous upturned nose, and 
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large lips that protrude out past the nose.  Unlike the chieftain Hekanefer, these chieftains 
lack any individualizing titles or personal captions.  Following the kneeling chieftains are 
four attendants carrying various goods who are more plainly dressed than the attendants 
from Wawat.  They are shoe-less and wear similar white tunics that tie at the neck, but 
they lack any special adornment, such as a red embroidered sash.   
The third register depicts another envoy from Kush bringing more tribute to Huy 
(fig. 20).25  Again, three chieftains of Kush initiate the register, two kneeling and one 
bowing lower to the ground than Hekanefer, but this chieftain, not signified by personal 
name or caption, does not have the privilege of raising his face to Huy.  The chieftains 
alternate in skin tone, but this is most likely a device used by the artist to allow the 
viewer to discern between figures as seen in the Kush envoy above.  Their garments are 
the plainest of the chieftains thus far, and consist of a simple white garment and a white 
sash tied at the waist.  They have white bead chokers, a large gold earring, wrist cuff, and 
skull-caps with a large ostrich feather protruding from the top.   
Two attendants, identical to the attendants from Kush above, follow the chieftains 
and carry animal skins, giraffes’ tails and plates of a red substance, possibly carnelian.26  
The third attendant resembles the preceding servants in dress and Nubian facial features, 
but is taller, wears a longer wig without an ostrich feather, and lacks a gold earring.  
Following these servant figures are four figures clothed in white linen kilts that are 
gathered at the waist and folded over into an inverted triangle.  They also wear white 
sandals, and multiple gold cuffs.  The first two figures in this group grasp ornate fans and 
are decidedly different.  The lighter colored fan bearer has Egyptian facial features and 
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unadorned chin length hair that angles down from the back of the head toward his 
shoulders.  The artist did include the presence of a gold earring that would have labeled 
him as Nubian.  The next fan bearer is darker skinned with distinct “Nubian” facial 
features, and wears a Nubian skull-cap design, or one that angles up from his shoulders to 
his face.  I would propose that these fan bearers most likely indicate Egyptianized Upper 
Nubian elites.  Their fleshy midsections and shorter stature could indicate youth, and 
there features that are very similar to those seen in the depictions of the Wawat princes in 
the first register.  If they do represent Kushite elite, then perhaps these figures could be 
Upper Nubian princes coming to the court to be educated.  Since the specific topic of this 
paper is too narrow to properly address this idea, only further research into the 
assimilation policy of the 18th Dynasty would allow the necessary discussion. 
 
Asiatic Tribute Scene 
One other group of foreigners is included in the wall narrative of the tomb of 
Huy:  the Asiatics, specifically the Retenu (fig. 10).27  They are shown like the Nubians, 
giving tribute to Huy, while Huy then presents the goods before King Tutankhamun.  
This scene is placed on the northern half of the west wall to balance the corresponding 
tribute from Nubia on the southern half.  Unfortunately, this section of the west wall is 
badly damaged and only the upper register is fully preserved.  The Retenu chiefs are 
attired in the customary garment usually assigned to Asiatics in Egyptian tombs: ornately 
woven wraps, tied at the waist in a large knot, and long sleeved undershirts ending in 
ribbing at the wrists.  They both have angular features, a long pointed nose, and a darkly 
shaded beard covering most of their jaw lines.  The only definite variation in figural 
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representations is that one chief is bald while the second chief has long braids of hair that 
end in curls.  This variation is a standard distinction used within Asiatic depictions during 
this time to create pictorial variety.28  Each chief stands before a large, double-handed 
amphora, highly decorated with an animal head top, mounted on a stand.  The register 
then breaks into two registers depicting envoys bearing typical gifts from Western Asia, 
including: horses, plates of lapis lazuli, amphorae of both gold and silver, animal skins, 
ingots of copper, and even a live lion.   
Although the Asiatic tribute scene is badly damaged, enough remains to gather 
that this scene is a standard depiction of a tribute from the Retenu repeated in many New 
Kingdom tombs.29  In the Tomb of Huy, the scene is most likely included to act as a foil 
against the southern Nubian tribute wall to show a corresponding tribute from the north.  
Although Huy would not have interacted with Asiatic tributes (since he was the viceroy 
of Kush), by including both tributes he would have emphasized his importance and 
position in the king’s court. 
 
Anomalies in the Nubian Tribute Scene 
In comparing the representations of the two tribute scenes, anomalies appear in 
the treatment of the Lower Nubian envoy.  The depiction of the Wawat envoy seeks to 
find a middle path between a naturalistic rendition of the Nubians and the more common 
stylization of an ethnic group.30  Specifically, Huy’s Nubian tribute separates the Wawat 
culture from that of Kush.  So it seems that the Wawat group is unique.  They are 
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depicted in regimented lines similar to how Egyptians are shown, perhaps being 
incorporated among Egyptians as “acceptance by defeat” instead of as enemies.31  The 
dark red and black colored bodies do identify this group as Nubian, and most likely the 
alternating color was used as an artistic device to provide variation in what would 
otherwise be a homogenous group.32  But this is where the stylization ends.  The princes 
and princess of Wawat lack distinct Nubian facial features, which is emphasized in the 
Upper Nubian envoys in the proceeding registers.  Furthermore, the Wawat envoys wear 
Egyptian-style white linen robes and sandals, which are repeated only once more with the 
fan bearers in the Kush Envoy.  The figures wear Egyptian-styled longer wigs, and ornate 
jewelry that would seem to include a very ornate broad collar.33 
This atypical representation of the Lower Nubian envoy, with their Egyptianized 
features and clothing, could attest a culturally-sensitive perspective toward the Nubians 
unparalleled in art during this time.  Typically in Egyptian art, foreigners are rigidly 
stylized to the degree of forming culturally vague ethnic caricatures that are easily 
identified by stereotypical pictorial attributes.34  Foreign groups, such as the “9 Bows of 
Egypt,”35 were used to symbolize chaos and required a constant magical reaffirmation of 
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the triumph of the pharaoh.36  Consequently, the foreigner’s accurate cultural heritage 
was of secondary importance, if considered in any way. 
However, the juxtaposition of these two tribute scenes uncovers a striking 
difference between the renditions of the Asiatic and Nubian groups, and raises a puzzling 
question of the intention behind the mechanics of representation in the scenes: why did 
Huy feel the need to distinguish between the Wawat and Kushite envoys?  Furthermore, 
what are the political, social, and cultural implications of depicting a foreigner with 
Egyptian qualities?  Does this comment on the potential for the Egyptian collective 
“identity” to extended toward foreigners?   And, if this practice was commonplace, was 
that foreign individual entirely acculturated within Egyptian society or were there 
possible limitations?  These cultural and ideological concepts will be discussed in detail 
in the next chapter. 
                                                




FOREIGN IDENTITY AND ASSIMILATION POLICY 
 
The conclusion of chapter 3 posed a series of questions raised by Huy’s 
personalization of certain individuals and distinctions made between certain ethnic 
groups within the Nubian tribute scene in the tomb of Huy.  In parallel with the 
discussion of the political and economic ramifications of these modifications, let us now 
look at the ideological, cultural, and anthropological implications of depicting foreigners 
with Egyptian traits and attributes.  Correspondingly, this analysis will provide some 




Although chapter 3 discussed the Egyptian characteristics within certain groups in 
the Nubian tribute scene, the artists undeniably still included distinctive Nubian aspects 
and iconography to separate the Wawat envoy from Egyptians.  This could comment on 
the cultural separation of the foreigner from the Egyptian collective based on how the 
Egyptians identified and defined a foreign individual.  A defining element of the 
individual for the ancient Egyptians was the supreme importance of one’s position within 
their society, particularly with regard to external societal views.  This is the concept of 
assigning “identity,” which, in ancient Egypt, was a multifaceted concept that delved 
deeper than superficial appearances and personality traits.  It incorporated an individual’s 
ethnicity, station and position within society, and extended to the individual’s class, 
occupation, religion, language, and economic status.  But, on the most part, identity was 
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formed within the parameters of society.1  This concept is best stated by Jan Assmann, 
“Personal identity is, for the Egyptian, a function of social integration and approval.  A 
human being is a person only within the limits of the image which the (significant) others 
hold of him.”2 
But can this concept of identity be applied to non-Egyptians within Egypt’s 
power?  In almost all cases the answer is a resolute “no” since foreigners were 
distinguished as inherently different to bolster the presence of a shared Egyptian “self.”3  
In other words, a society needs a collective “other” to have a collective “self.”4  
Throughout Egyptian history the foreigner is represented as a source of chaos and 
upheaval in Egypt which must be subdued by the pharaoh to maintain ma’at.5  In artistic 
renditions, the foreigner’s “otherness” is stressed in their figural representation through 
stance, facial features, hairstyles, clothing and ornaments that must have been 
immediately recognizable to their audiences.6  Most of these depictions seem to be 
classified into three representational groups:  bound captives, smiting scenes, and the 
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tribute scenes, which all depict the foreigner in subjugation, abject humiliation, and 
markedly as non-Egyptian.   
 
Assimilation of Foreigners into the Egyptian Collective 
However, historically, during times in Egyptian history when the country 
experienced chaos through social disorder or political fragmentation, such as the First and 
Second Intermediate Periods, foreigners were accepted, whether into Egyptian society 
more fluidly.7  Strong trading contacts between Egypt and Nubia during the end of the 
Old Kingdom through the Middle Kingdom seemed to have facilitated the beginnings of 
migration and cross cultural relationships that would reverberate into the New Kingdom.8   
This expansion of Egyptian trade routes into Nubia not only fostered a trade of 
commodities, but a trade of culture.  I will argue that the employment of Nubian 
mercenaries began their process of a successful assimilation into the Egyptian collective, 
as early as the Old Kingdom.  The Medja9 can be recognized in a series of textual, 
artistic, and autobiographical sources where they serve as soldiers for Egyptian provincial 
nomarchs,10 indicating that these foreigners did find placement in the Egyptian collective.  
In addition, Nubian mercenaries were utilized by the king of Egypt as early as the Old 
Kingdom.  Pepi I and Merenra sent Egyptian armies with contingents from Nubian 
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principalities to Asia.11  As a result Nubians began to migrate into Middle Egypt and, 
through employment in the Egyptian army as mercenary soldiers, filled a necessary and 
needed role in Egyptian society, especially during the First Intermediate Period.  This 
role allowed the Nubian foreigner to assimilate into the Egyptian collective profitably.   
In the autobiography of a Nubian mercenary in Montuhotep’s army named 
Tjehemau, we read of his participation in the king’s campaigns to defeat the northern 
empire at the end of the First Intermediate Period (Dynasty 11).12  His autobiography, 
recorded on two inscriptions on the rocks beside the Nile at Abisko south of Aswan, is a 
first-hand account of the career of a Nubian mercenary: 
Inscription which Tjehemau made.  Year of smiting the foreign land of the 
south: I began to fight [as a mercenary for the Egyptians] in the reign of 
Nebhepetre in the army, when it went south to Buhen.  My son went down 
with me towards the king.  He [the king] traversed the entire land, for he 
planned to exterminate the A’amu of Djaty –in southern Wawat.  When 
they approached Thebes, [we were put to] fight.  It was the Nubian 
[mercenaries] who brought about the rally.  Then he [the king] raised sail 
in sailing southwards to the south as a result of raising the arm against the 
[enemy] ruler of the [Nubian] lands…pleasing the king as when we were 
surpassed those who fled among the people.13 
 
Tjehemau considered himself to be a soldier for Egypt, and proudly identifies himself as 
a Nubian mercenary by emphasizing his valor in battle and his commendable service for 
his employer, the Egyptian king.  It is important to note, however, that Tjehemau’s 
loyalty, and that of most Nubians during this time period, was to his specific tribe rather 
than a collective “Nubian peoples.”  The fact that Tjehamau feels positively about 
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fighting in the service of the Egyptian king against other Nubian tribes illustrates that the 
motivation of mercenary armies fighting for ancient Egypt was purely economic. 
The Second Intermediate Period set the foundation for Egypt to impose the 
“acculturated colonial model” (discussed in chapter 3) on Nubia at the beginning of the 
New Kingdom.14  The New Kingdom’s policy towards Nubia was to create a colonized 
and subservient state, rather than the trade-based relationship of the Middle Kingdom.15  
The non-elite of colonized Nubia socially accepted cultural assimilation; many still 
through employment in the Egyptian army or the elite’s households, and others through 
interaction and marriage in Lower Wawat “frontier” towns (to be discussed further in 
chapter 5).  During the New Kingdom, the Egyptian army contained an increasing 
number of foreign mercenaries, as indicated by the list of troops on an expedition to 
Phoenicia from the Anastasi Papyrus I:  “The troops before you number 1,900: 520 
Shardan, 1,600 Qehaq (Libyan), 100 Meshwesh (Libyan), 880 Nubians, 5,000 in all, not 
counting their officials.”16   
Not all Nubians became part of Egyptian society through joining the armed 
services, however.  The New Kingdom also saw a large influx of Nubians from Kush, 
who began to arrive in Egypt from the middle of the 18th Dynasty onward.  Records, such 
as the Annals of Thutmosis III from the 18th Dynasty, seem to indicate that these 
population increases could also have been due to an influx of war prisoners. Over 200 
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prisoners were imported from Kush between the regnal years of 37 and 41.  Ramses II 
lists that approximately 7,000 prisoners were taken from Amara.17  Socially-speaking, a 
servile status was imposed on captured Nubian prisoners who were employed in Egyptian 
palaces, temples, and royal funerary temples.18 
 
Discussion of Assimilation Policy 
The New Kingdom aggressively utilized a calculated policy begun in the Middle 
Kingdom:  assimilation through emulation.19  Effectively the children of Nubian chiefs 
were taken as hostages by the Egyptian empire and placed in the kap (royal nursery).20  
These Nubians were given an Egyptian education and rank in Egyptian society, appointed 
“Pages of the Harim,”21 and made their careers in the Egyptian army, palace, or 
administration.  Once these children from the elite absorbed Egyptian culture they were 
ultimately sent back to their homeland to become supporters of the Pharaoh,22 preserving 
political and cultural links with Egypt.23   
A successful example of this assimilation policy is Hekanufer, the prince of 
Mi’am, who is identified by name in the Tomb of Huy.  Prince Hekanefer was educated 
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in Egypt but later sent back to Wawat to rule as a chieftain.24  His tomb (fig. 21) is of 
particular interest in that he modeled its architectural layout entirely after his lord, Huy.  
The tomb of Huy is a T-shaped tomb (fig. 1), in which the vertical axis lays north to 
south cardinally, but is symbolically situated east to west with the entrance on the east 
end.  Likewise, the horizontal axis lays east to west, but symbolically points south to 
north due to the “southern” location of the Nubian tribute scene and the “northern” 
location of the Asiatic tribute scene.  Hekanefer’s tomb, located in the hills of Toshka 
East, resembles Huy’s in layout entirely.  An artist imported from Thebes executed the 
decorative program for the tomb that incorporated traditional Egyptian scenes and texts.25  
Additionally, throughout his tomb Hekanefer proudly displays his decision to publicly 
refer to himself by his adopted Egyptian name instead of his given Nubian name.  Further 
emphasis is placed on Hekanefer’s Egyptian assimilation by the incorporation of the 
columns of hieroglyphic offering formulae that give praise to Egyptian gods and referring 
to Hekanefer by his Egyptian titles:  
“Giving praise to Osiris and kissing the ground for Wen-nefer by the prince of 
Mi-am, royal sandalmaker, child of the nursery, Heka-nefer.  A boon which the 
king gives to Re-Horakhty, Hathor.  A boon which the king gives to Osiris, 
foremost of the westerners.”26  
 
Hekanefer is not the only example of a member of the Nubian elite who adopted 
Egyptian burial practices.  Egyptian-style tombs belonging to two Nubian elite brothers, 
Djehuty-hetep, one of the local Nubian chieftains, and his brother, Amenemhat, were 
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constructed in the hills of Debeira.27  As seen with Hekanefer, the two tombs were 
decorated with Egyptian themed scenes of hunting, feasting, and inspecting the tomb 
owner’s estate.28 
Stelae commissioned by Nubians, that date from the First Intermediate Period 
through the Second Intermediate Period, depict the owner as Egyptian, but with definite 
elements of Nubian characteristics setting them apart from the “typical” Egyptian as is 
seen in the Nubian Tribute Scene from the Tomb of Huy.  A colony of Nubian 
mercenaries in the First Intermediate Period settled at Geblelian and placed there about 
twenty stelae illustrating a blending of Egyptian and Nubian characteristics.29  The 
stelae’s decorative and religious styles, as well as use of hieroglyphs, are Egyptian while 
the figures of the people and their commemorations mark them as culturally Nubian.  
One of these is the “Stele of a Nubian soldier, Nenu,” now in the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston (03.1848),30 that depicts the deceased standing next to his Egyptian wife (fig. 22).  
He is holding a Nubian bow with arrows.  His skin is darker than that of a typical 
Egyptian male in art, and he has curly, black hair.  He wears a leather Nubian sash around 
his kilt.  He is identified as Nubian through his epitaph commemorating his valor as a 
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mercenary bowman in Egyptian society, by his clothing, hair, and skin color, and yet he 
is also depicted as successfully Egyptianized.31 
An early 18th Dynasty (reign of Thutmosis III) papyrus of a section of a Book of 
the Dead was found in Maiherperi’s tomb (KV 36) in the Valley of the Kings (fig. 23).32  
It is now in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo (CG 24095).  It depicts Maiherperi standing 
before seven celestial cows and a bull, with an abbreviated version of spell 148 above the 
figure of Maiherperi.33  Maiherperi himself is shown in the canonical Egyptian pose with 
his arms raised in adoration before the cows.  His wig is ear length with a series of tight 
curls that is similar to the wig found on his mummy,34 and he wears an Egyptian-like 
white kilt covered with an ankle-length, diaphanous sheath.  However, he is defined as 
Nubian in two ways:  his skin tone is very dark brown instead of the red-brown used for 
Egyptian men, and, although the bracelets on his wrists and arms are commonly seen on 
elite Egyptian men in art, he wears a choker and another necklace with amulets rather 
than the broad collar of the Egyptian elite.35  
 
The Extent of Assimilation 
The evidence would indicate that the ancient Egyptians received foreigners into 
Egyptian society, as long as they made the effort to acculturate.  Specifically, we have a 
wealth of examples recording the efforts of the Nubian elite to successfully be defined as 
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members of Egyptian society.  It would seem that the Nubian elite had to make a cultural 
statement by adopting Egyptian culture completely, such as learning the language, 
adopting Egyptian names, clothing, and way of life.36  The tombs of the local Nubian 
chieftains Hekanufer, Djehuty-hetep, and his brother, Amenemhat, illustrate the methods 
of the Nubian elite to obtain commonality with the Egyptian culture.  They felt linked to 
the Egyptian culture by shared features of their traditions, language, and current 
experience.  This indicates Hekanufer, Djehuty-hetep, and Amenemhat felt a sense of 
identity and belonging to the Egyptian culture, to the extent that they perceived 
themselves as Egyptian, and identified themselves as such to others.  The stelae of 
Nubians from the First Intermediate Period through the Second Intermediate Periods, and 
the papyrus of Maiherperi, and, above all, in his Egyptian-style tomb in the Valley of the 
Kings, indicate further the possibility for foreigners to find a niche in the Egyptian 
collective. 
Nevertheless Huy still felt the need to commission his artists to include Nubian 
aspects and iconography, separating the foreigner—willingly acculturated or not—from 
the Egyptian collective.  This could be an indication of Huy’s personal choice to 
personalize his tomb.  He did have a certain amount of say of what went into his tomb 
narrative, and he would have been specifically familiar with Nubians—not just as a 
motif—due to his office.  This personalization could indicate that there was a partial-
acceptance of Egyptianized Nubian elites who, although assimilating into Egyptian 
culture, had not quite made it to full-Egyptian status.  This scene indicates the aspiration 
of the Nubian elite to become Egyptian courtiers, and perhaps succeeding in their eyes.  
                                                




Perhaps, by assimilating into Egyptian culture, the foreign “other” was incorporated into 
ma’at, and was no longer seen as the chaotic foreigner.     
Unfortunately, two problems with this interpretation arise; the first is the need to 
separate the notions of “culture” and “identity,” which are not mutually interchangeable, 
and the second is, “What was the Egyptian perception of the foreign Nubian?”  ‘Culture’ 
can be seen as the collective agent in how one defines oneself.  This can be described as 
one’s collective self-identity, and can be shaped through acculturation.  ‘Identity’ can be 
defined as self-identification within one’s culture and how one is perceived by others.  
Identity can be based on culture, but it is not the only component.  For the ancient 
Egyptians, identity was defined through their placement in society.  This concept is seen 
in Egyptian art:  real or perceived self-identification, as well as identification by others, 
creates the identity of the tomb owner.   
Consequently, drawing this line creates a disparity between who belongs and who 
does not belong.37  For the foreign elite, complete assimilation was a multi-stage 
acculturation where they would need to adopt the new ideological code.38  Ancient 
Egyptians accepted assimilated foreign elites within their culture, but, as discussed in 
chapter 3, the Egyptian perception of the Nubian was as a distinct “other.”  This created a 
partial acceptance.  Therefore, it would seem that ethnic identity, not cultural identity, 
was the discriminating entity resulting in a withholding of a collective Egyptian identity.  
The withholding of a full Egyptian identity from foreigners could account for these 
iconographic differences in the Tomb of Huy. 
                                                
37 Geoff Emberling, “Ethnicity in complex societies: Archaeological perspectives,” Journal of 
Archaeological Research 5 (1997): 299. 
 
38 T. Schneider, “Foreigners in Egypt:  Archaeological Evidence and Cultural Context,” in 




In conclusion, evidence from Lower Nubia concerning the tombs of Egyptianized 
Nubian elites argues for a successful assimilation policy.  This cultural re-routing helped 
to control the elite, and therefore, successfully manage the entire population.  However, 
this tomb (TT 40) seems to show a separation of an ethnic identity from a cultural 
identity.  It seems to indicate that, in the end, and regardless of the foreigner’s perception 
of self, Huy withheld a complete Egyptian identity from the Egyptianized Nubians.  It 
would appear that although foreigners could be included within Egyptian society to a 
certain extent, the Nubian elite might never completely establish what Huy would 
consider an ‘Egyptian identity.’   
This withholding of a complete Egyptian identity could be indicative of a grander 
political schema or religious topos.  Could these topoi act as an ideology upheld by the 
Egyptian state in order to keep the foreigner as the “other” even if the cultural realities 
are discordant?  And why is Huy, a viceroy of Kush using these state topoi?  These 
religious and ideological implications of Egypt’s view towards foreigners, the cultural 
reality this propaganda shrouds, and the use of Egyptian topoi by Huy in his tomb will be 




VICEREGAL STATE VESSEL SCENE AND FRONTIER ARCHAEOLOGY 
 
 
Viceregal State Vessel Scene 
 
The Viceregal State Vessel Scene encompasses the southern section of the east 
wall to the left of the entranceway of Huy’s tomb (figs. 24 and 25).  The wall 
incorporates a sequence of events that relates to Huy’s journey from Thebes to Faras, his 
viceregal administrative base in Lower Nubia, and back again.  It is divided into four 
distinct events—marked by the oversized figure of Huy—that move from a north to south 
direction:  three damaged registers showing Huy’s approach to the quay with his 
entourage; two large registers showing his voyage to Nubia upon the viceregal state 
vessel and four registers showing his greeting party in Nubia (fig. 26); five registers 
showing Huy overseeing the collection of the Nubian revenue (fig. 31); five registers 
showing Huy inspecting the cargo ships (fig. 32). 
Two types of Egyptian watercraft are represented on the east wall:  nine1 cargo 
ships and one viceregal state vessel.  The cargo ships were essential in transporting the 
tribute from Nubia to the pharaoh in Thebes.  Their lack of decoration, piles of tribute on 
their decks, and location adjacent to the loading dock is basic iconography for this vessel 
in Egyptian art.  The viceregal state-vessel, however, draws interest for its appearance in 
a non-royal tomb because it is a powerful symbol of authority and supremacy usually 
reserved for royal travel or war vessels.  An examination of the vessel’s iconography, 
context, and juxtaposition to other scenes within the tomb narrative exposes contradicting 
ideologies concerning ancient Egypt’s foreign policy with ancient Nubia.   
                                                
1 There are perhaps more cargo ships, but it is difficult to discern because the wall is damaged. 
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The first event in the narrative begins closest to the entrance, where the narrative 
picks up again after the break in the wall.  Here we see Huy approaching the quay after 
having paid homage in the temple of Amun upon receiving the office of viceroy 
(illustrated on the northern section of this wall).  He is accompanied by his family, 
friends, and household staff who carry bouquets of flowers.2   
Now Huy stands before a magnificently decorated state-vessel that appears twice 
in the same scene to symbolically show in simultaneous narrative the departing and 
returning voyages from Nubia to Thebes (and back again).3  The uppermost register 
shows the vessel undergoing the difficult voyage upstream to Lower Nubia (figs. 27 and 
28).  Four sailors navigate the rigging by ascending the halliards to unfurl the sails.  
Nineteen rowers are at their posts with a coxswain petty officer standing at the foot of the 
helm to navigate, while another petty officer stands upon the centralized deck-house 
urging the rowers in their efforts.  The helm consists of a tall red and gold pole with an 
oar tethered to the top by a black and white cowhide cord, and the oar itself is decorated 
with a lotus blossom motif ending in two wadjet eyes above the hieroglyphic symbol niwt 
“city.”  The ship’s captain is poised at the bow holding an impossibly-long sounding-pole 
to gauge depth, thus helping to avoid running aground.4  Various structures are erected on 
the deck, each with a different function.  The middle structure is the deckhouse, and 
                                                
2 Nina Davies and Alan H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of 
Tutankhamun (No. 40). Theban Tomb Series 4, eds. Norman Davies and Alan H. Gardiner (London: The 
Egypt Exploration Society, 1926), 15. 
 
3 The specific destination in Nubia of the viceregal vessel is not specified in the tomb.  However, 
characteristics such as the state of the gangway, sails, and the direction of the prows suggests that the 
vessels are most likely intended to be located at the port in the city of Faras, the seat of the viceregal 
government in Lower Nubia during the reign of King Tutankhamen.  This is corroborated by the placement 
of the vessels within the tomb narrative as these ships precede the scenes of Huy overseeing the recording 
of the Nubian revenue in Nubia. 
 
4 G. O. Davies and R. O. Faulkner, “A Syrian Trading Venture to Egypt,” The Journal of Egyptian 
Archaeology 33 (1947): 44. 
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although this section is damaged, the reconstruction offered by Nina Davies’ painting 
indicates that the deckhouse has one door and an attached stall with two enclosed horses.5  
The roof of the deck house is flat, with a timbered frame painted in a striped blue and 
white pattern, and the tent-cloth walls are decorated in an elaborate gold and red 
checkered pattern.  A platform enclosure or rudimentary forecastle on the prow is 
decorated with local manifestations of Montu, five on the starboard (upper register) that 
are nameless, and four on the port (lower register) who are named “Montu Who Dwells 
in Thebes,” “Montu, Lord of Medamud,” “Montu, Lord of Armant,” and “Montu, Lord of 
Tod.”6  All figures of Montu have a falcon head, human body, and a crown of a solar 
disk, with undulating ram horns, flanked by vertical twin plumes.7  The figures all stand 
with an upraised mace in one hand and a staff in the other.  Huy is seen standing 
underneath the forward enclosure, which is decorated with five images of Montu, facing 
south toward their destination in Nubia.  This theme is repeated on the sterncastle, but 
with four figures of Montu. 
Decorated panels are preserved on both port and starboard bows below the stern 
and forecastles.  The starboard bow (upper register) decoration begins with the eye of 
Horus followed by a falcon’s head and then a ram’s head, each set atop a white shrine-
shaped pedestal.  The falcon’s and ram’s head both wear the twin plumed headdress of 
Montu.  These are followed by two standing falcons, each set atop similar pedestals.  All 
four figures are unnamed, but the falcon’s head most likely represents Montu and the 
                                                
5 Davies and Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy, plate XII. 
 
6 Edward K. Werner, “Montu and the ‘Falcon Ships,’” Journal of the American Research Center 
in Egypt 23 (1986): 109-10. 
 
7 Richard H. Wilkinson, The Complete Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt (London: Thames & 
Hudson, 2003), 204. 
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ram’s head Amun.8  The standing falcon represent Horus the Behdedite, the avenging 
solar disk, based on the inscriptions above that figure on the port bow.9  Completing this 
forward section of the hull decoration is a royal sphinx trampling a Nubian chief.  The 
sphinx wears a twin plume headdress with undulating horns.  Its tail ends in an 
outstretched white fan.  Moving toward the aft end of the ship, a second sphinx is 
trampling a Nubian foe, however the upper section of this figure is damaged.  This figure 
is followed by a large panel depicting Montu about to smite a Nubian with an upraised 
spear.  The rest of the hull is damaged, but at least one more figure of Montu is present, 
and another possibly behind the steering oar.  Davies reproduced the third figure further 
back as another striding royal sphinx trampling a Nubian foe.10  A figure of the goddess 
Maat, kneeling, with winged arms crossed, concludes the panel. 
The viceregal state vessel is depicted once more in the middle register (figs. 29 
and 30).  Here the boat is in preparation for its return voyage downstream back to Thebes.  
The vessel is tethered to the dock in Nubia with the sails furled and the crew absent.  A 
bird rests atop the mast and two horses are kept in the stall.  The fore and sterncastle 
iconography matches that of the starboard on the upper register, except that there are only 
four figures of Montu on the forecastle instead of five.  The port bow features the Eye of 
Horus followed by a ram’s head and two standing falcons with crossed wings and a solar 
disk, with uraeus, atop their heads.  All three figures are placed upon white shrine 
façades.  The inscriptions are badly damaged but the label above the ram’s head appears 
                                                
8 Wilkinson, The Complete Gods and Goddesses, 204. 
 
9 Werner, “Montu and the ‘Falcon Ships,” 110 and 119. 
 
10 Ibid, 110. 
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to be w3st “Thebes” and the label near the second falcon names Horus the Behdedite.11  
This panel is concluded with a royal sphinx trampling a Nubian.  Moving aft, the port 
stern hull is nearly identical to the starboard hull, except that the striding figures of 
Montu smite their Nubian foes with upraised maces.  It is worthy of note that all of the 
Nubian foes depicted on the ship’s hull are wearing garb similar to the envoys from 
Upper Nubia (Kush), not Wawat, in the tomb’s Nubian Tribute scene.  The figures have 
black skin, skull caps, knee-length white kilts with a red sash tied around the waist and 
crossed over their bare chests. 
This event is accompanied by four registers showing a greeting party assembled 
to welcome Huy at Faras in Nubia (fig. 26).  The first three registers are parallel to the 
two viceregal vessel registers, and contain rows of Egyptian officials of the Egyptian 
government in Nubia who greet the vessels.  These Egyptian officials have no Nubian 
indicator which is further evidence for the colonial administration of the area.  Each 
register has three officials who are accompanied with an identifying caption that provides 
their names and titles.  The first register depicts four officials from Faras, including 
duplicate depictions of the lieutenants of Wawat and Kush, the mayor of town of Kha-
em-maet, and the “overseer of cattle.”12  The second register includes three figures named 
“the high-priest, Khay and the second prophet, Mermose, of the deified Tutankhamun, 
Nebkheperure, at Sehetep-enteru,” and “The lieutenant of the fortress of Sehetep-enteru, 
Penne.”13  The third register contains three figures named “the mayor of Sehetep-enteru, 
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Huy,” and two w’b-priests of Nebkheperure.14  The fourth register extends below the 
vessel registers and contains a greeting party made up of two large kneeling figures with 
their arms raised before them in praise, seven overlapping sailors and a row of seven 
female figures with their arms raised in jubilation.  The partly-damaged caption refers to 
the figures as “the lieutenant of Wawat,” “the lieutenant of Kush,” and the overlapping 
group as Egyptian sailors.15  The text before the kneeling figures reads, “The lieutenants 
of the king’s son come to [welcome him on] his arrival in the favour of the Ruler.  They 
say:  ‘Thou art come loaded with the many favours of the Ruler, good…’.”16   
Moving toward the southern wall, the next event illustrates Huy overseeing the 
collection and recording of the Nubian revenue (fig. 31).  The oversized seated figure of 
Huy is the height of three registers, marking the transition in events.  The first, second, 
and third registers from the ceiling each show almost identical panels of Egyptian 
officials collecting tribute from a procession of men and women who look Egyptian.  The 
fourth register (second from the bottom) shows a scribe named “Harnefer,” by his 
accompanying inscription, who oversees the weighing of gold rings against weights 
shaped like oxen.17  The fifth and bottommost register shows the recording of the tribute 
by three seated scribes, and one figure, called “the chief of the stable, Hati,” stands before 
them helping in the receipt of the revenue.18   
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The next event on the east wall shows Huy overseeing the loading of multiple 
transport boats laid out on five registers (fig. 32).  Again, the oversized figure of Huy 
marks the change in events, and he stands at approximately three registers in height.  The 
topmost register depicts two cargo boats with green hulls.  The second register shows two 
boats, one green one red, being dragged over the quay by five sailors as two others push 
it from behind.  The middle two registers are badly damaged, but one looks as though it 
contained a pile of revenue and the other three, more transport boats, this time with their 
oars in the water but still moored to the shore.  The bottommost register shows the 
contents of the boats which are being registered by two scribes.  The inscription provides 
their names as “The scribe who counts the gold of the king’s son Huy, Harnefer,” and 
“The scribe of the king’s son Huy, Kha.”19 
A possible fifth event can be added from the southern section of the west wall, 
which contains the Nubian tribute scene.  The event encompasses five registers depicting 
the arrival of the tribute in Thebes: the first register depicts the arrival of the viceregal 
state vessel and one other state vessel; the second register depicts two more state vessels, 
and the last three registers contain two cargo boats each.  The bows of all the vessels 
point northward for the return journey, and the sails and masts have been stowed.  The 
uppermost register consists of two elaborate vessels (fig. 33), tethered side by side; the 
foremost probably belongs to Huy since it displays the exact same iconography seen 
previously on the viceroy’s state vessel on the east wall.  Behind the viceroy’s ship is 
another state vessel similar to Huy’s, but with distinct iconographic differences that seem 
to align more with the vessels in the register below.  Below these state vessels are four 
registers depicting cargo boats unloading their wares at Thebes (fig. 34).  The boats are 
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also tethered facing north and various sailors mill about the decks tending to ropes or 
preparing to unload the various goods (mainly cattle) from the fenced-off cargo space 
above deck.20 
 
Iconography of Viceregal State Vessel 
The iconography of Huy’s viceregal state-vessel is distinct from the three other, 
more plainly decorated, state vessels represented in the tomb, and also from the cargo 
ships.  The vessel’s iconography displays a wealth of smiting motifs, scenes of the 
humiliation and subjugation of foreigners, and a grand display of pharaonic power:  
imagery that is normally depicted on war ships and royal vessels.  As Adams has 
suggested, ships can be a conveyer of a society’s ideology21 and, in this case, the 
combination of these motifs convey the imperial authority and might of the pharaoh.  
This message is seen on temple walls and boundary stelae in more abundance during the 
New Kingdom.  As discussed in chapter 2, this was a period of great military expeditions 
against the foreign enemies of Egypt.22  These motifs serve to legitimize the power of the 
king and the social inequalities between the king and his subjects.23  It is a propagandistic 
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21 Jonathan Adams, “Ships and boats as archaeological source material,” in World Archaeology 
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message used by the king, time and time again, to imply a divine right to great wealth and 
power.24 
Such iconography is typical of royal and war vessels and may have its origins in 
actual events.  Ahmose, son of Ebana, reported that Thutmose I returned from Nubia 
“with all foreign lands in his grasp and that vile Nubian tribesman upside down at the 
prow of his majesty’s falcon ship (bik).”25  Such a ship is mentioned on the Amada and 
Elephantine stelae of Amenhotep II, that tells of how the king had slain seven enemy 
princes and had them “placed upside down at the prow of his majesty’s falcon ship (bik) 
the name of which is Aakheperure Is the One Who Establishes the Two Lands.”   
Although textual descriptions of these bik vessels are absent, Edward Werner 
hypothesized that Huy’s ship might qualify as a royal “falcon ship” due to the prominent 
iconographic element of images of the war-god, Montu.26  He observed that ships in the 
non-royal Theban tombs of Kenamun (TT 93)27 and Amenhotepsase (TT 75)28 (fig. 35) 
incorporate this same iconography; they feature representations of Montu arranged in 
                                                
 24 Smith, Wretched Kush, 169. 
 
25 K. Sethe, H.W. Helck, H. Schäfer, H. Grapow, O. Firchow, eds., Urkunden des ägyptischen 
Altertums IV (Leipzig: Akademie-Verl., 1903-1957), 9:4-5.  In R. O. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary of 
Middle Egyptian (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962), 81, Faulkner translates the term bik as “falcon 
ship.”  Redford translates bik as “hawk-boat” in R. Redford, Akhenaten, the Heretic King (Princeton, 1984), 
31. For more on falcon ships see Edward K. Werner, “Montu and the “Falcon Ships” of the Eighteenth 
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26 Werner, “Montu and the “Falcon Ships,” 107. 
 
27 Ibid.  Kenamun was the chief steward under Amenhotep II.  In his tomb, only the starboard 
stern of a ship remains which shows a decorated panel with the king as a sphinx who tramples a Nubian 
and an Asiatic.  Figures of Montu follow. 
 
28 Ibid, 108.  Amenhotepsase was the second prophet of Amun during the reign of Thutmosis IV.  
Although the port side of the hull remains, most of the panel has been damaged.  Nevertheless, the hull 
resembles Kenamun’s vessel, showing the king as a sphinx trampling an enemy, followed by a striding 
figure (mostly likely Montu) and another sphinx trampling an enemy.  The panel concludes with the 
goddess Maat kneeling on a nb-sign with her winged arms crossed. 
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groups of four on the hull, consisting of the local variants of Montu of Thebes, Tod, 
Medamud, and Armant.29  
The partially preserved hulls of four wooden boat models30 (fig. 36, a-d) from the 
tomb of Amenhotep II (KV 35) in the Cairo Museum31 are decorated with the same 
Montu imagery and striding griffin iconography, as well.  All four hulls are painted green 
with decorated panels on the port and starboard side.  The panels are very similarly 
composed with a row of five to six figures on a golden yellow background, only their 
order varying.32  The following figures are represented on the hulls in varying number: a 
ram’s head named “Amun-Re”; a falcon’s head; a standing falcon named Behdety; Montu 
spearing an Asiatic, Nubian, or Libyan captive; a striding sphinx or criosphinx trampling 
an Asiatic, Nubian, or Libyan captive; and the goddess Maat, who always concludes the 
panel when the full panel is preserved. 
Although these ships share similar iconography, there is a significant difference in 
the context of each within their respective tombs.  The vessels in the tombs of Kenamun 
and Amenhotepsase occur as part of the funerary processions of these officials on the 
Nile, whereas Huy uses the vessel to collect the tribute of Nubia.  The vessel’s motifs of 
Montu and royal sphinxes smiting enemies convey a message of Egyptian dominance 
over foreigners.   
Motifs of this ideology are portrayed on the walls of monuments throughout 
Egypt.  Smiting scenes show the king sacrificing the kneeling captive to the god not 
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30 Ibid.  There were two more boat models found in KV 53, but they are in fragments.  Only the 
partially preserved models with almost completely intact hulls are discussed. 
 





purely to venerate the conquest, but to reaffirm it.33  Their accompanying texts serve to 
emphasize the power of the king, such as this inscription by Ramses II at Abu Simbel 
(commenting on a depiction of the pharaoh smiting Libyans): 
 The perfect god, who kills the Nine Bows, 
Who crushes the lands of the north 
who is powerful in these lands, 
who bears the land of Nubia into the land of the north, 
and the Asiatics into Nubia. 
He has placed the Shasu Asiatics into the western land, 
he has settled the Libyans in the hills (of Asia), 
filling the fortresses that he has built 
with people captured by his mighty arm.34 
 
Texts that celebrate the king’s expertise in foreign wars and campaigns consistently 
illustrate the swift and always glorious process of conquest.  Such propaganda is seen in 
the campaign led by the viceroy Setau in Irem and Akita in year 44 of the reign of 
Ramses II (c. 1235 BCE).35  Setau records: 
The strong arm of Pharaoh, my Lord, captured the land of vile Irem.  [He 
captured] the wr of Akita together with his wife, his child and all his relatives.  I 
marshaled the troops, leading the way in front of his army.  [This land] of [vile] 
Kush could not hide.  Who would walk walked, captured all together and brought 
to one place.  I let it be known among them, which they were dragged to Egypt.36 
 
Another quality stressed by texts is the inferiority of the conquered, as seen in the speech 
by King Sesostris III (ca. 1850 BCE): 
 A coward is he who is driven from his border. 
Since the Nubian listens to rumors, 
To answer him is to make him retreat. 
                                                
33 Robert Kriech Ritner, The Mechanics of Ancient Egyptian Magical Practice, Studies in Ancient 
Oriental Civilizations 54 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 115. 
 
34 Edda Bresciani, “Foreigners,” in Sergio Donadoni, ed., The Egyptians (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, 1997), 235. 
 
35 László Török, Between Two Worlds (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2009), 168. 
 
36 K. A. Kitchen, “Historical Observations on Ramesside Nubia,” in Ägypten und. Kusch, eds. E. 
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Attack him, he will turn his back, 
Retreat, he will start attacking. 
They are not people one respects, 
They are wretches, craven hearted. 
My Majesty has seen it, it is not an untruth.37 
 
Boundary stelae on the fringes of the Delta and southern Nubia fortifications along the 
Nile in Lower Nubia were tools of military defense and control of the indigenous 
population.38  These forts and stelae served to construct a distinct and impenetrable 
border between Egypt and its neighbors.  
 
Archaeological Evidence 
But what is the reality of this construct?  If we turn to archaeological excavations 
of the Egypt/Nubian frontier area, an alternate environment takes shape.  One of the first 
archaeologists to excavate Nubia was George Reisner, whose early 20th century 
excavations shed light on the burial practices of the elite at Kerma.39  While it is outside 
the scope of this thesis, the archaeology of Kerma shows Nubian qualities distinct from 
Lower Nubian sites.40  Reisner concluded that the Lower Nubian indigenous population, 
referred to as the “Nubian C-Group,” had completely disappeared from Kerma by the late 
18th Dynasty.  A survey and test excavation conducted in 1991 by David Edwards and Ali 
M. Osman Salih of the University of Khartoum investigated the cemetery of Tombos at 
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Kingdoms (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973): 119, for translation.  In Smith, Wretched Kush, 
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the Second cataract.  They found, at Tombos, a substantial Egyptian colonial cemetery.41  
Stuart Tyson Smith’s ongoing excavations, begun in 2000, at Tombos have provided 
further archaeological evidence.42  Smith found cultural blending in the graves of this 
colonial cemetery, rather than a complete assimilation and dissipation of the Nubian C-
Group as previously believed.43  He found evidence of both Egyptian and Nubian-style 
burial patterns and positioning of the body within the graves, the inclusion of both 
cultures’ pottery, amulets of the Egyptian god Bes on the bodies of the Nubian women 
and scarab amulets in all graves (fig. 37).44  Scarab beetle amulets were the most 
commonly included funerary amulet in XVIII Dynasty non-elite Egyptian burials in 
Egypt (fig. 38).45  Smith found that there was a blurring of ethnic boundaries in funerary 
practices of Lower Nubian frontier towns, and the creation of a multipart ethnic identity 
within the environment of these colonial communities.46 
Burial practice in Lower Nubia is not the only aspect of the frontier colonial 
lifestyle that Smith has investigated.  In the colonial town of Askut, located on an island 
at the Second cataract, just ten kilometers north of the Nubian border, Smith found 
evidence for the cultural interaction between the Egyptian colonists and indigenous 
                                                
41 David N. Edwards, and Salih Ali Osman, Mahas Survey 1991 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
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population.47  His cultural analysis of Askut lifestyle, including their cooking and eating 
habits, ceramic patterns, and artifact usage such as jewelry, also uncovered the evidence 
for a definite blurring of cultural boundaries and interaction.  Smith posits that the 
presence of Nubian food preparation techniques and Nubian pottery within Egyptian 
households indicates intermarriage between Nubian women and Egyptian soldiers and 
bureaucrats.48   
The archaeological evidence from the Egypt/Nubian frontier area indicates an 
environment of cultural and ethnic interaction between the Egyptian colonists and native 
population.  It demonstrates a more permeable border than suggested by pharaonic 
iconography, or by the official ideology of separate cultures at Egypt’s borders.49  By 
recognizing the archaeological reality, the viceregal vessel with its commanding smiting 
motifs and war-god iconography can be interpreted as a billboard of Egypt’s superiority 
over foreign countries.  The vessel embodies Egypt’s ideological maintenance of their 
“impervious” borders, and, in other words, can be perceived as political propaganda for 
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This conclusion leads us to question why these war motifs are included in the 
Tomb of Huy, a Viceroy of Nubia, and how the vessel functioned with regard to the 
deceased.  Perhaps the answer to the vessel’s function lies in its context within the tomb 
narrative.  The “falcon ships” of Amenhotep II, Kenamun, and Amenhotepsase included 
images of Nubians, Asiatic, and Libyans, whereas Nubians are the only foreigners 
included on Huy’s vessel.  Furthermore, this vessel is not used as a funerary vessel as in 
the tomb of Kenamun and Amenhotepsase.  Instead, the vessel is shown traveling to 
Nubia in order to collect the tribute of Nubia.   Both the vessel’s iconography and context 
convey ethnic differences between the Egyptians and Nubians, and Egypt’s power over 
Nubia.   
The pharaoh utilized this exact message to perpetuate his claim to power in Egypt.   
Perhaps this model was utilized by Huy for the same purpose, to perpetuate his claim to 
power in the Nubian colonial empire.  His role as viceroy of Nubia was the highest rank 
in the viceregal government, as Huy reported solely to King Tutankhamun.50  He 
functioned as a substitute for the king in his Nubian empire, since the king himself visited 
Nubia only on rare occasions.51  It is, therefore, not unreasonable to imagine that the 
Nubian elite saw Huy as filling or even performing the pharaoh’s role.  Therefore, Huy’s 
utilization of royal iconography, smiting scenes, and pharaonic power motifs could be 
interpreted as supporting his right to rule on behalf of the pharaoh in Nubia.  The vessel 
was a propagandistic symbol of his right to power with respect to his court of high 
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priests, Nubian chieftains, and mayors, just as this same authoritarian ideology asserted 








An analysis of the tomb narrative in the tomb of Huy at Thebes reveals, and 
highlights, how the Viceroy Huy perceived the world as an elite Egyptian.  Two scenes in 
particular were analyzed with scrutiny, the Nubian tribute scene on the west wall and the 
viceregal state vessel scene on the east wall.  A comparison of the iconographic 
significance of these two scenes with the archaeological evidence from the Egyptian 
Nubian frontier area revealed how his tomb narrative contradicts the social reality of the 
Egyptian attitude towards foreigners during the 18th Dynasty.  This work has then 
postulated an interpretation of Huy’s motives in using such unusual imagery in his tomb. 
The first scene within the tomb narrative to be analyzed was the tribute scene.  
The traditional interpretation of this genre of a foreign tribute scene is that it depicts an 
exaction of a tax from an inferior group of peoples. Certainly these scenes did play a 
dynamic role in tomb narratives by emphasizing the exotic wealth produced by Egypt’s 
empire and external connections.  In chapter 2 this thesis posits, however, that tribute 
scenes can be analyzed as much more than an extraction of goods.  These tribute scenes 
can reflect imperial ideology, the economic motivations of these imperial policies, and 
the mechanics of the colonial policy of the New Kingdom.  With respect to the tribute 
scene in this tomb specifically, the scene functioned to draw attention to Huy’s power 
and rank as a viceroy of Nubia. 
The Nubian tribute scene in the tomb of Huy has puzzled scholars because of its 
unusual depiction of the Wawat envoy from Lower Nubia in the Nubian tribute wall on 





tribute scene on the northern section of this same wall, the juxtaposition indicates that 
while the Asiatic scene was a formulaic depiction of a tribute from the Retenu repeated in 
many New Kingdom tombs, details of the Nubian tribute scene show a differentiated 
representation of the Lower Nubian envoy.  In chapter 3 a review of both the Nubian 
tribute scene as a whole, and each of the three envoys from Nubia, suggests that the 
commissioning of these artistic deviations from the usual conventions of depicting 
foreigners can be recognized as a more realistic rendition of the “Egyptianized” frontier 
area of Lower Nubia due to the political, social, and cultural interaction between Egypt 
and Nubia in the New Kingdom.  It can also indicate Huy’s personal knowledge of the 
differences between Upper and Lower Nubians due his tenure as viceroy of Kush. 
Chapter 4 commented on the extent that the Egyptian collective “identity” was 
extended toward foreigners.  The analysis of the Egyptian-style tombs of the Nubian 
officials’ showed that assimilated Nubians depicted and identified themselves in art and 
texts as Egyptians.  When this is contrasted with Huy’s illustration of these officials in his 
tomb, it is revealed, that in the eyes of the Egyptians, the Nubian’s ethnic identity led to 
the withholding of a complete Egyptian identity.  This could indicate a grander political 
schema or religious topos with regard to foreigners.  Through an analysis of Egypt’s 
ideology toward foreigners during the New Kingdom, it is recognized that the idea of the 
foreigner was used politically as “the other” in order to reaffirm the unity of the Egyptian 
“us.”  When applied to the Tomb of Huy, it is found that this imperial ideology toward 
foreigners is present in the tomb narrative, specifically in elements of the Nubian tribute 





Chapter 5 analyzes the “viceregal state vessel scene” arranged on the eastern wall 
that draws interest for its context within the tomb, and its pictorial imagery of powerful 
symbols of authority usually reserved for royal travel or war vessels.  An analysis of the 
vessel’s iconography and context within the tomb reveals a politically charged message 
of Egypt’s dominance over Nubia.  In chapter 5, the contrast between the archaeological 
record from Askut and Tombos in the Egyptian Nubian frontier and the iconography on 
the vessel supports Stuart Tyson Smith’s suggestion that the frontier was actually a zone 
of interaction and acculturation between the Egyptian colonists and the indigenous 
Nubian population.1  This relationship reveals a gap between the political image, and the 
cultural situation that the ideology is supposed to reflect.  The juxtaposition of the 
viceregal state vessel with the Nubian tribute scenes in the tomb exposes further this 
pretense of inflexible cultural borders.   
Taking all of this into consideration, it is possible to view Huy’s use of his tomb 
narrative in a new light.  Huy, as the viceroy of Kush, would have known that the 
composed reality of clearly defined ethnic and political borders was contrived.  The 
Nubian administration that Huy commanded was composed of Egyptianized-Nubians 
who grew up in Egypt.  And, as a resident of Lower Nubia, it is not too bold to presume 
that Huy would have recognized the cultural differences between a Kushite and a Wawat 
Nubian.  Nevertheless, his tomb is riddled with ethnic and cultural contradictions.  As put 
forward, the alterations in rendering the Lower Nubian envoy with Egyptian qualities 
could be seen as Huy acknowledging their cultural differences.  Still, it is important to 
realize that as the viceroy of Kush, Huy was in a position of great authority and power in 
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Nubia.  In essence he was the political and administrative face of Egypt in Nubia, and 
would want to be memorialized in such a way in his tomb.  Therefore, perhaps the 
remnant of distinctly Nubian qualities in the foreign groups reflects more accurately his 
power within the Nubian administration.   
Further support for this conclusion is his bold use of pharaonic motifs on his 
viceregal state vessel on the opposite wall in his tomb narrative.  As noted, other non-
royal tombs do include similar “falcon ships” in their tomb narrative in a purely funerary 
setting.  However, Huy’s utilization of the ship is singular: the ship is traveling to Nubia 
for the collection of revenue.  This thesis posits that since Huy ruled in pharaoh’s place in 
Nubia, the royal iconography, these smiting scenes and pharaonic power motifs could be 
interpreted as supporting his position in a foreign land.  The vessel was a symbol 
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Map 2  “Map of Second Cataract Forts”; from Charles Bonnet, Kerma: 
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Map 3  “Map of the Reconquest of Lower Nubia”; from Stuart Tyson Smith, 
“Askut in Nubia: the Economics and Ideology of Egyptian Imperialism in the Second 





























Map 4  “Map of Upper Egypt and Lower Nubia with Trade Routes”; from 
John Coleman and Deborah Darnell, “The Archaeology of Kurkur Oasis, Nuq’ Maneih, 
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Figure 1 “Plan, Theban Tomb 40”; Tomb of Huy (TT40); Qurnet Murai’; 
Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the 






























Figure 2 “Plan, Theban Tomb 40, Northern Section of East Wall (indicated by 
author)”; Tomb of Huy (TT40); Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. 
Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) 
(London: The Egypt Exploration Society, 1926), Plate II. 
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Figure 3 “Entire Northern Section of the East Wall, key plate”; Tomb of Huy 
(TT40); Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. From the papers of Nestor l’Hôte in the 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris.  Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of 
Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The Egypt Exploration Society, 
























Figure 4 “King Tutankhamun, Enthroned”; Northern Section, East Wall; Tomb 
of Huy (TT40); Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of 
Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The Egypt 





Figure 5 “Huy Accepting the Appointment to Viceroy”; Northern Section, East 
Wall; Tomb of Huy (TT40); Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; From the papers of Nestor 
l’Hôte in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris.  N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of 
Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The Egypt 


























Figure 6 “Huy Leaving the Palace”; Northern Section, East Wall; Tomb of Huy 
(TT40); Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; From the papers of Nestor l’Hôte in the 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris.  N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy 
of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The Egypt Exploration Society, 










Figure 7 “Huy Offering in the 
Temple of Amun”; Northern Section, 
East Wall; Tomb of Huy (TT40); 
Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies 
and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; 
Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of 
Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The 





Figure 8 “Huy Proceeding to Quay with Entourage”; Southern Section of East 
Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The 
Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The 







Figure 9   “Nubian Tribute”; All Registers; Southern Section of West Wall; Tomb 
of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; From the papers of Lepsius in the Neues Museum, 
Berlin; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of 


























































Figure 10   “Asiatic Tribute”; All Registers (entire wall in split plates), Northern 
Section of West Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; From the papers of 
Lepsius in the Neues Museum, Berlin; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; 
Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The Egypt Exploration 







Figure 11 “Reliefs of Voyage to Punt at the Mortuary Temple of Hatshepsut”; 
Lower Section of wall reliefs depicting Punt in the temple of Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahri; 








Figure 12 “Chart of the Horvath/Bartel Matrix”; Stuart Tyson Smith, “Askut in 
Nubia: the Economics and Ideology of Egyptian Imperialism in the Second Millennium 





























Figure 13 “Chart of the Imperial Economic Model”; Stuart Tyson Smith, “State 
and Empire in the Middle and New Kingdom” in Monographs in Mediterranean 

























Figure 14   Plan, Theban Tomb 40, Southern Section of West Wall (indicated by 
author); Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The 
Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The 


















Figure 15   “Detail of Wawat Chieftains”; Register 1; Southern Section of West 
Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The 
Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The 







Figure 16   “Detail of Wawat Princess”; Register 1; 
Southern Section of West Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet 
Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The 
Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun 
(No. 40) (London: The Egypt Exploration Society, 1926), 









Figure 17   “Detail of Register 1 of Nubian Tribute”; Register 1; Southern Section 
of West Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; Painting by Nina Davies; 
Charles Wilkinson and Marsha Hill, Egyptian Wall Paintings; The Metropolitan Museum 

















Figure 18   “Detail of Bound Slaves”; Register 1; Southern Section of West Wall; 
Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; Charles Wilkinson and Marsha Hill, Egyptian 
Wall Paintings; The Metropolitcan Museum of Art’s Collection of Facsimiles  (New 




Figure 19   “Envoy from Kush”; Register 2; Southern Section of West Wall; Tomb 
of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; From the papers of Lepsius in the Neues Museum, 
Berin; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of 





Figure 20   “Second Envoy from Kush”; Register 3; Southern Section of West Wall; 
Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; From the papers of Lepsius in the Neues 
Museum, Berin; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in 

























Figure 21 “Plan of the Tomb of Hekanufer”; Toshka East; Lower Nubia; Dynasty 
18; Drawing by Mr. Der Scutt, Yale University; William Kelly Simpson, Heka-Nefer 
(New Haven: The Peabody Museum of Natural History & The University Museum of the 




















Figure 22 “Stele of a Nubian Soldier Nenu”; from Gebelein, Upper Egypt; ca. 
2100 BCE; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Boston 03.1848); Museum of Fine Arts, 














Figure 23 “Papyrus of a Section of a Book of the Dead belonging to 
Maiherperi”; Early 18th Dynasty, reign of Thutmosis III; Painted Papyrus; H. 33.5 cm; 
Egyptian Museum, Cairo (CG 24095); Catherine H Roehrig, editor, Hatshepsut From 























Figure 24 “Plan, Theban Tomb 40, Southern Section of East Wall (indicated by 
author)”; Tomb of Huy (TT40); Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. 
Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) 








Figure 25 “Entire Southern Section of East Wall, key plate”; Tomb of Huy; 
Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of 
Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The Egypt Exploration Society, 






Figure 26 “Huy Standing Before Viceregal State Vessels and Greeting Party”; 
Southern Section of East Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and 
A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 























Figure 27 “Viceregal State Vessel facing South (Color facsimile)”; Register 1; 
East Wall; Southern Section of East Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; 
Painting by Nina Davies; Charles Wilkinson and Marsha Hill, Egyptian Wall Paintings; 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Collection of Facsimiles (New York: The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1983), 52. 
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Figure 28 “Viceregal State Vessel facing South (Line drawing)”; Register 1; East 
Wall; Southern Section of East Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. 
Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of 




















Figure 29 “Viceregal State Vessel Facing North (Color facsimile)”; Register 2; 
Southern Section of East Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; Painting by 
Nina Davies; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the 
Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The Egypt Exploration Society, 1926), Plate 



















Figure 30 “Viceregal State Vessel facing North (Line drawing)”; Register 2; East 
Wall; Southern Section of East Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. 
Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of 





















Figure 31 “Collection of Nubian Tribute”; All Registers; Southern Section of East 
Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The 
Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The 
































Figure 32 “Huy Overseeing the Loading of Multiple Transport Boats”; All 
Registers; Southern Section of East Wall; Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. 
Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of 










Figure 33 “Traveling Vessels Moored at Thebes”; Southern Section of West Wall; 
Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’; Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of 
Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The Egypt 












Figure 34 “Cargo Boats Moored at Thebes”; Southern Section of West Wall, 
Tomb of Huy; Qurnet Murai’, Dynasty 18; N. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of 
Huy; Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) (London: The Egypt 















Figure 35 “Bik Vessel in the Tomb of Amenhotepsase (TT 75)”; N. Davies and A. 
H. Gardiner, The Tombs of Two Officials of Tuthmosis the Fourth (Nos 75 and 90). 
Theban Tomb Series 3, edited by Norman Davies and Alan H. Gardiner (London: The 
Egypt Exploration Society, 1923), Plate XVII. 
 
 
Figure 36a “Wooden Model CG 4944 from the Tomb of Amenhotep II (KV 53)”; 
Port Bow; Photo by Edward K. Werner with permission of The Egyptian Museum, Cairo; 
Edward K. Werner, “Montu and the ‘Falcon Ships,’” Journal of the American Research 




Figure 36b “Wooden Model CG 4944 from the Tomb of Amenhotep II (KV 53)”; 
Starboard Bow; Photo by Edward K. Werner with permission of The Egyptian Museum, 
Cairo; Edward K. Werner, “Montu and the ‘Falcon Ships,’” Journal of the American 
Research Center in Egypt 23 (1986): 107-123. 
 
 
Figure 36c “Wooden Model CG 4944 from the Tomb of Amenhotep II (KV 53)”; 
Starboard Stern; Photo by Edward K. Werner with permission of The Egyptian Museum, 
Cairo; Edward K. Werner, “Montu and the ‘Falcon Ships,’” Journal of the American 





Figure 36d “Wooden Model CG 4944 from the Tomb of Amenhotep II (KV 53)”; 
Port Stern; Photo by Edward K. Werner with permission of The Egyptian Museum, 
Cairo; Edward K. Werner, “Montu and the ‘Falcon Ships,’” Journal of the American 






Figure 37 “Nubian Burials”; Unit 6, Pit D; 
Tombos, Nubia; 18th Dynasty; Drawing by 
UCLA excavation, staff led by S. T. Smith; 
S. T. Smith, Wretched Kush: Ethnic 
Identities and Boundaries in Egypt’s 



















Figure 38  “Jewelry associated 
with the Unit 6 Kerma Burials”; 
Tombos, Nubia; Photograph by UCLA 
excavation, staff led by S. T. Smith; S. 
T. Smith, Wretched Kush: Ethnic 
Identities and Boundaries in Egypt’s 
Nubian Empire (New York: 
Routledge, 2003), 163. 
 
